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Acuña Sossa, Kathia 

Negrín: Cambio Cultural, Continuidad, Discontinuidad entre la Pintura Limonense y 

Costarricense 

Negrín es un pintor limonense que inicio una escuela de pintura que aun tiene sus representantes 

en la zona. Su interés era inmortalizar un Limón que a su juicio cambiaba y se estaba perdiendo.  

Es una pintura limonense que en la actualidad expresa una añoranza de un Limón rural, de 

pescadores, de vecindad que se ha perdido. Negrín marca más discontinuidades que 

continuidades con el abordaje de “lo negro” en la pintura costarricense. 

El artículo aborda la pintura limonense de Negrín quien fue un pintor local, no académico, 

obrero del muelle que buscó durante su trabajo inmortalizar un Limón que amaba y que a su 

juicio se estaba perdiendo.  Perdida que expresa un cambio cultural en la época, el cual se 

explica en gran parte por importantes flujos de migración del valle central hacia la zona. “Otros” 

principalmente mestizos que “amenazaban” la vida de vecindad, la vida rural del cantón de 

Limón.  Negrín recupera momentos cotidianos, con un detalle en su pincel que sustituye la 

presencia de la palabra del sonido, en su interés por dejar plasmados una serie de detalles que 

pronto no estarían más.  

Negrin cuenta en sus pinturas sobre algunos elementos de la cultura limonense muy influenciado 

por la afrodescencia caribeña. En su obra se pueden ubicar continuidades pero sobre todos 

discontinuidades con la pintura costarricense, que introduce inicialmente el tema de “lo negro”  

de una manera distinta. El primero lo hace desde abajo representando lo cotidiano desde el 

mundo no académico, mientras que en Costa Rica “lo negro” es más producto de artistas 

académicos, pertenecientes a las altas esferas artísticas ubicados sobre todo en el Valle central, 

con importantes conexiones con el mundo artístico internacional.  

Bio: Kathia Acuña Sossa (kathia.acuna@gmail.com) 

 

 

Alvarado, Fernando Y.  

Language Use and Identity among Speakers of St. Lucian and Dominican French Lexifier 

Creoles in St. Croix 

Due to early colonial settlement by the French and later conquest by the English, the now 

independent islands of St. Lucia and Dominica are two of several islands of the eastern 

Caribbean where Standard English is the official language, but where the language used by much 

of the population in their everyday interactions is a French lexifier Creole, commonly referred to 

as Patwa.  This research aims to explore the use, attitudes, and feelings towards this language by 

bilingual speakers of English and Patwa of the St. Lucian and Dominican communities on the 

northeastern Caribbean island of St. Croix. To realize the goals of the study, a small sample of 

bilingual speakers of English and Patwa of first generation immigrants from St. Lucia and 

Dominica participated in free ranging discussions about language and identity.  

The results indicate that the use of English and codeswitching between varieties of English and 

Patwa are more common among immigrants from Dominica than among immigrants from St. 

Lucia, a pattern that mirrors the use of English and Patwa in their countries of origin.  Among 
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speakers from both St. Lucia and Dominica, generational differences emerged concerning the 

extent to which English and codeswitching between English and Patwa are used, with older 

speakers generally using English and codeswitching less than younger speakers.  This pattern 

also parallels those found in St. Lucia and Dominica.  Despite these differences, positive 

attitudes towards both Patwa and English are held by all speakers, who see Patwa as an 

important marker of identity.  A surprising result of this study that to some extent challenges 

received notions about the correlation between intergenerational transmission and language 

maintenance is the fact that many younger speakers of Patwa appear to be acquiring the language 

despite the fact that their parents generally refuse to speak it to them.    

 

 

Andrews, Mark 

Aquapoetics and Environmental Despoliation in Patrick Chamoiseau’s Biblique des 

derniers gestes 

In this paper, I propose to examine the poetics and politics of water in Patrick Chamoiseau’s 

modern epic Biblique des derniers gestes. Caribbean authors, Daniel Maximin not least among 

them, have repeatedly evoked the similarity between Noah’s Ark and the islands of the 

Caribbean, where earth, wind, fire, and water all coincide in their most apocalyptic 

manifestations. Islands shipwrecked by storms of natural origin but also of human invention, 

they contain a crucible of humanity where insular isolation and archipelagic association frame a 

consciousness born of antithetical but iterative experience. Antonio Benítez-Rojo’s notion of the 

repeating island and Édouard Glissant’s concept of digenesis provide theoretical bases from 

which to examine the convergent and divergent stranding of twinned narratives of creolization in 

Chamoiseau’s novel. Water lies at the thematic heart of the protagonist Bibidji’s revolutionary 

ardor. His preoccupations are specific to Martinique, but the ramifications of his political 

activism are global in reach. The sacrifice of water courses and beaches is a recurrent nightmare 

scenario in Chamoiseau’s work, where the reckless fantasies spawned by the tourist industry on 

the one hand and by developers on the other have conflated concrete and paradise into a single 

structure, the beachfront hotel, a monument to economic exploitation as impervious to cultural 

and environmental survival as its predecessor the plantation. What critics have referred to as 

Chamoiseau’s rhizomatic narrative in the novel reflects a fluid artistry that mimics in its poetics 

the migratory flows and currents of the bodies of water it seeks to defend. 

Bio: Mark Andrews (andrewsm@vassar.edu) teaches French and Francophone literature at 

Vassar College. His research interests are centered on Francophone Caribbean novelists and 

poets. He is the author of papers and articles on Haitian, Martinican, Guadeloupean and 

Guianese writers, and has published on Gisèle Pineau, Gérard Étienne, Edward Kamau 

Brathwaite, and Daniel Thaly. 

 

Araya, Karla 

Gender, Discourses of Respectability and the Isuue of Afro Costa Rican Citizenship (1900-

1950) 

This paper considers the relatioships among ethnicity, gender and the issue of citizenship 

developed during the first half of the twentieth century among the Afro-Costa Rican community, 

by analyzing samples of journalistic discourse that emerged in anglophone Afro-Costa Rican 

newspapers of the epoch in light of “white” Costa Rican nationalist ideals. Particular attention is 

paid to Dolores Joseph’s work as a way to illustrate the notions of respectability, decency and 
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honorability that the Afro-West Indian descendant elite tried to articulate to gain national status. 

Género, Discursos sobre Honorabilidad y la Ciudadanía Afro Costarricense (1900-1950) 
Este trabajo analiza las relaciones entre la etnicidad, el género y la ciudadanía desarrolladas en la 

primera mitad del siglo XIX en la comunidad Afro Costarricense. Se presentan algunos discursos 

publicados en períodicos anglófonos Afro Costarricenses a la luz de los ideales nacionalistas 

“blancos” de la epoca. Un particular énfasis a la obra del escritor Afro Costaricense, Dolores 

Joseph M., es dado como una forma de ilustrar las nociones de respectabilidad, decencia y 

honorabilidad que la élite Afro descendiente Antillana trató de articular para lograr un estatus 

nacional. 

 

 

Arrindell, Rhoda 

Language, Culture, and Identity of St. Martin. 

On the island of St. Martin people generally consider all departures from Standard English as not 

well-formed and “ungrammatical,” and it is difficult to say the extent to which St. Martiners 

recognize the forms that constitute their vernacular and fully distinguish them from forms of 

international English. Furthermore, many in St. Martin, where island-wide the people constitute 

one “nation,” continue to invoke associations and varying degrees of economic dependency in 

relation to the Netherlands and France as reasons for maintaining Dutch and French respectively 

as languages of instruction.  Those who hold this view usually regard the promotion of English 

in the education system as a direct assault on these other two languages. Rather than call for 

English to become the language of instruction in all of the nation’s schools, policy makers 

continue to resort to notions of “Dutch schools” and “bilingual education” as solutions to counter 

poor academic performance. These campaigns continue despite the fact that the majority of the 

population do not use either French or Dutch, but an English variety, as their primary mode of 

communication. 

These and other identity issues are discussed in the book Language, Culture, and Identity of St. 

Martin, which provides an exploration of the basic syntactical structure of the popular vernacular 

with two major goals in mind: to make a preliminary analysis of this system and to provide a 

knowledge base from which the analysis of cultural, identity, and educational issues confronting 

St. Martin can be made and understood. 

Bio: Rhoda Arrindell (rrarindell@hotmail.com) is a St. Martin teacher, educator, linguist, 

author, and sports organizer who believes in the love, unity, and progress of all St. Martin 

people. She served as the first Minister of Education, Culture, Sports, and Youth Affairs from 

October 2010 to May 2012, when the government changed. 

 

 

Arsenec, Nicole  

WH-words in Jamaican and Martinican Creole Languages 

According to Parkvall (2000), in Creole languages some interrogatives consist of an invariable 

WH-element and a nominal element specifying what is being questioned.  Thus, “who” is 

realised as “what person”, “where” as “what place”, “when” as “what time”, as shown in the 

following examples from Jamaican Creole (JC) and Martinican Creole (MC): 

   

  JC    A wa  im   tell   yu   se?     «What did he tell you? »                  Bailey (1966)        

 CM    / kisa   i    di     w    la ?/    « Que t’a-t-il dit ? » 
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           What -P3-tell -P2-deict 

This interrogative construction in Jamaican Creole (JC) and Martinican Creole (CM) shares a 

common syntactic order different from the structure of the respective English and French 

translations. A bi-morphemic interrogative pronoun (Q + N / Q + Loc /etc.) is quite systematic 

and more than often similar in JC and CM: 

  

   JC    a   +   wa                            JC   a   +   we                         JC    a   +   huu              

 CM    ki  +   sa                           CM  ki   +   kote                     CM  ki   +   mun  

           « what »                                  « where »                                 « who » 

 

Bi-morphemic interrogatives are particularly common in a large number of Creoles, regardless of 

lexifier or substrate according to Alleyne (1980).  As this trait is widely spread in West African 

languages (Cassidy, 1961), we agree with Clements and Mahmoob (2000) that African languages 

transferred these WH-word constructions to languages like Jamaican and Martinican through 

language contact with their different European lexifier languages  

Bio: Nicole Arsenec (nicole.arsenec@laposte.net) works at the Université de Provence and is 

interested in the Comparative Linguistics of Caribbean and African languages. She has been a 

participant in various conferences on Creoler languages held in Cabo Verde, West Africa, 

Tobago,  Saint Vincent, Saint Maarten, Curaçao, Dominica, Grenada, and Mauritius in the Indian 

Ocean. 

 

 

Avillán León, Petra E.  

Hermanando al Caribe: un proyecto de integración académica, social y cultural 

This presentation will showcase a project which was developed by Puerto Rican teachers from  

2004 to 2008 and which aimed at providing our students the opportunity of appreciating the 

similarities that we share with other cultures of the Caribbean. The justification for this project 

comes from the fact that Caribbean Culture is hardly ever addressed in our Puerto Rican 

curriculum. Because of this, it is no wonder that many Puerto Ricans tend to look toward the 

United States instead of toward the Caribbean to fulfill their expectations.  Through Hermanando 

al Caribe puertorican students visited and explored Costa Rican Communities in 2005 and 

reflected upon their shared Caribbean identity.  We will argue that given the opportunity to learn 

about and explore the Caribbean young puertoricans will eventually see themselves in all of the 

peoples of the Caribbean. 

The Perception of Risk: An element which can affect endangered languages  

Whether you are the speaker of an endangered language or a linguist who investigates that 

language, there will be at some point a need to make decisions about this situation. The decision 

of determining the degree of endangerment and hence the extent of the intervention, if any, is 

usually in the hands of the experts or the linguists. Nonetheless, because the speakers of 

endangered languages are the key stakeholders in this situation, their perception of the risk to 

their language should play a part in whatever decisions are made. In this paper we will discuss 

how perception has played a determinant role in the language awareness and revitalization 

processes of Papiamentu and Trinidadian French Creole. At the same time, we will examine how 

it affects the decision-making process of both linguists and the speakers and the importance this 

has for endangered languages in the Caribbean as well as in the rest of the world. 
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Bio: Petra E. Avillán León (petra.avillan@upr.edu) is a PhD Candidate in the Doctoral 

Program in the Linguistics and Literature of the Anglophone Caribbean, at the University of 

Puerto Rico, Rio Piedras and the English Coordinator at the Center for the Development of 

Linguistics Skills at the College of General Studies, UPRRP. 

 

 

Belgrave, Korah 

Political Cartoons and Popular Culture 
Political cartoonists seek to interpret the world around us and to encourage us to draw particular 

judgements based on the predigested ideas which they present to us in their cartoons.  In their 

task of interpreting complex ideas by compressing them into one frame, they often draw on the 

everyday and commonplace as well as on the aspects of popular culture to create meanings that 

are accessible to their audiences. In Caribbean societies which historically have been oral 

societies, they tend to draw much material from oral-based forms of cultural expression  such as 

rumors, sayings, language, jokes, prayers; from public forms of festivity and competition such as 

sports, carnival, crop over and other everyday practices and gestures which are understood across 

ethnic groups . Conners (2007) suggests that political cartoons that use popular culture references 

may cause political messages to reach far broader audiences than traditional political messages 

ever could. “They focus on potentially provocative political issues, but tie them to imagery and 

references from entertainment that may unexpectedly draw readers to politics.” This paper will 

examine the cartoons published in Guy O'Neal's "Drawing  the Line" using the framework 

developed by Medhurst and Desousa (1981) to focus on allusions to literature and culture, 

especially popular culture, and to show how they help the common man to access political 

culture. 

Bio: Korah Belgrave (korah.belgrave@cavehill.uwi.edu) is a Lecturer in Linguistics and 

Communication Studies at The University of the West Indies, Cave Hill Campus.  Her research 

interests include: acceptability in Barbadian Standard English, Bajan Creole English, TESOL, 

literacy in a second dialect, the rhetoric of cartoons, comics, advertisements, etc. in the 

Caribbean. 

 

 

Browne, Caroline A.  

The Right to Self-Determination in an Imposed Democracy 

This presentation examines the Right to Self-Determination under less than ideal circumstances.  

The Virgin Islands, Denmark and the United States are in a celebratory mode, while Native 

Virgin Islanders continue to be denied their rights under the United Nations Decolonization 

Resolution.  We are approaching one century in a less than free society, one of covert 

enslavement. Currently, the United States in its power as the global police are going around the 

world spreading a concept of Democracy that seems to usurp the rights of people to make their 

own decisions.  How can one decide to give people Democracy who did not ask for it, while we 

in these Un-Incorporated Territories of the United States are being overwhelmed by corruption 

and fixed elections without intervention from our Colonial Ruler? 

Are our Owners-in-absence part of the problem or is the fact that most Virgin Islanders have 

been forced to leave the Virgin Islands for greener pastures the issue?  Thousands have been 

forced out through economic constraints and yet our population is being replaced by other 
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nationalities and migrants from the United States.  This presentation seeks to address these and 

other questions. 

Bio: Caroline A. Browne (calbrowne@aol.com) was born and resides in the Virgin Islands of 

the United States.  As a child of the 60’s, I was raised in a time of Free Beach Protests and 

Protests for equal rights of Native Virgin Islanders.  As a media artist, I have had the opportunity 

to visit many countries around the world and have found many people in similar oppressive 

circumstances.  The only person I can do anything about is myself, so here is my contribution to 

the process of Self-Determination. 

 

 

Caride Alonso, Lara 

La relación entre la literatura y la Historia en dos novelas de Quince Duncan: Los cuatro 

espejos y La paz del pueblo. 

En este artículo analizo las intrínsecas relaciones que se dan entre la literatura y la Historia y 

cómo la primera es un complemento a la segunda en el marco de los distintos debates que se han 

suscitado en los últimos años. Quince Duncan, escritor costarricense, examina a través de estas 

dos novelas, ambientadas parcialmente en la provincia de Limón, la identidad cultural del 

negro/a en Costa Rica. Los remanentes de la esclavitud con lo que ello implica de trabajo 

forzado, trato al individuo y discriminación racial se superponen en ambas novelas como 

consecuencias indelebles de la época colonial. La personalidad de los afrodescendientes ha sido 

marcada por las ideas de la metrópoli que ha definido al blanco, católico y que habla español 

como el prototipo de la sociedad costarricense, quedando fuera de ello todo lo que no sea igual a 

estas características.  A través de la historia de Charles McForbes en Los cuatro espejos y de la 

relación amorosa de Pedro Dull y Sitaira en La paz del pueblo, examino cómo escenarios 

pasados suplanta carencias y puede servir para comprender la Historia.   

The relationship between literature and history in two novels of Quince Duncan: The Four 

Mirrors and Peace Village  
In this paper I analyze the intricate relationships that exist between literature and history and how 

the former is a supplement to the latter, in light of various debates that have arisen on the subject 

in recent years. Quince Duncan, a Costa Rican writer, examines through these two novels, partly 

set in the province of Limón, the cultural identity of afrodescended people in Costa Rica. The 

remnants of slavery including forced labor, individual maltreatment and racial discrimination 

overlap in both novels as indelible consequences of the colonial era. The characters of African 

descent have been marked by the ideas of the metropolis that define the white, Catholic and 

Spanish-speaking person as the prototype of Costa Rican society, marginalizing all who do not 

fit the mold. Through the story of Charles McForbes in The Four Mirrors and the love affair 

between Pedro and Sitaira Dull in The Peace Village, I examine how past scenarios literally 

supplant historical gaps and can be used to understand history. 

Bio: Lara Caride (laracaride@yahoo.es) es licenciada por la Universidad de Murcia (España). 

Actualmente se encuentra en su segundo año de Doctorado en Historia en la Universidad de 

Puerto Rico-Recinto de Río Piedras. Ha presentado en congresos en Nueva Orleans, Mexico y 

Ghana. Las relaciones entre la historia y la literatura es uno de sus temas de interés.  

Lara Caride has a degree from the University of Murcia (Spain). She is currently in her second 

year of PhD studies in History at the University of Puerto Rico-Río Piedras. She has presented at 

conferences in New Orleans, Mexico and Ghana. The relationship between history and literature 

is one of her topics of interest. 
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Cartwright, Keith 

Stewart, Virginia 

Centroamerican Messages, Multiple Voicings, and Afrorealist Musication in Quince 

Duncan’s A Message from Rosa 
Costa Rican writer Quince Duncan's A Message from Rosa is a mosaic novel, composed of 

"multiple voices," "[f]ragmentary consciousness reenacted" to build "new wholeness." Duncan 

describes his project as a performance of "Afrorealism," a realism necessarily different from 

what most scholars have understood as realism, for here Duncan summons a real often denied in 

texts and classrooms, a reality that has been rendered unreal and illegitimate, a situation he 

redresses via diasporic text-messages of community resistance across five centuries of white 

supremacist “scataration.” The novel strives in the mode of Mali’s Sunjata epic, in praisesong to 

heroes from Gaspar Yanga to Nat Turner, Marcus Garvey, and Rosa Parks. Duncan inserts 

Central America (even Mesoamerica) into the heartland of Afro-diasporic reality by including an 

Afro-Mexican hero (Yanga), Panamanian palenques, Miskito Afro-Native communities, 

messages in Garifuna, and reference to Marcus Garvey's stay in Limon. In the story “Yanga,” 

drum-coded messages and the Cimarron community’s dedication to build “a place to call their 

own” where they might “teach the children the art and craft of living” in an Afro-realist manner 

is presented as a foundational moment in the history of African communities seeking self-

determination in the Americas. Here, a palenque in Veracruz (1580s-1650s) becomes a central 

American and Caribbean time-space prefiguring Haiti’s Revolution, Garvey’s UNIA, and the 

Montgomery bus boycott: “The drums took over the Mexican air and told the legend....San 

Lorenzo de Los Negros is free” (109). 

Bios: Keith Cartwright (kcartwri@.unf.edu) teaches literatures of the Atlantic world at the 

University of North Florida. His most recent book is Sacral Grooves, Limbo Gateways: Travels 

in Deep Southern Time, Circum-Caribbean Space, Afro-creole Authority. He has also published  

Reading Africa into American Literature and two collections of poetry. 

Virginia Stewart (stewart@roanoke.edu) works in the English Department at Roanoke College 

(USA) where she teaches and researches the literature of the Americas, specializing in the 

Caribbean and the U.S. South, literature of the African diaspora, and postcolonial and feminist 

theory. 

 

 

Cordoba, Gustavo 

La impostura de la lengua estándar en Costa Rica: del mito al reconocimiento socio 

histórico y lingüístico de la anglofonía Afro Costarricense 

Este trabajo aborda el análisis de algunas construcciones socio-históricas sobre la lengua oficial 

costarricense con el propósito de puntualizar algunos mitos de la blanquitud costarricense 

referidos al monolingüismo que invisibiliza la anglofonía de la comunidad afro costarricense. Se 

presenta una crítica a la noción de la lengua estándar desde la perspectiva de su implicación 

ideológica, sociopolítica y educativa en la construcción identitaria mítica del ser costarricense y 

la desvalorización de la contribución etnolingüística del afro descendiente en Costa Rica. 

 

 

Cubillo Araya, Margie  

Approaches and Methodologies for Teaching ESP in Costa Rica 



English for specific purposes (ESP) is a specific genre of English for students with specific 

goals. Examples include English for Academic Purposes for foreign students who want to enter a 

university in an English-speaking country; business English for students taking majors in 

commerce; medical English for nurses, doctors, and other health care professionals, among 

others. Some research has been done in Costa Rica on the topic of the teaching of English 

Second Language vocabulary; however, little research has been done in Costa Rica in regards to 

the teaching of English lexicon for ESP courses (e.g. Moreira 2003). Nowadays there is a 

significant increase in occupations that require not only mastering English as a second language, 

but also specialized vocabulary in particular areas. For that reason, the aim of this paper is to 

provide an overview of four main areas for the development of ESP courses in Costa Rica: 

teaching vocabulary in the ESL classroom, techniques to approach vocabulary, vocabulary in 

ESP courses, and testing in ESP courses. 

Bio: Margie Cubillo Araya (margie.cubillo@gmail.com) is an English professor at Universidad 

Metropolitana Castro Carazo. She completed her postgraduate research project in English for 

Specific Purposes (ESP). Her research focused on the methodologies and approaches to the 

teaching of ESP in courses at Universidad Nacional in Heredia.  

 

 

DeJesús, Susana C.  

Experience of students from Saint Croix and Saint Lucia speaking Creole 
This presentation focuses on the opinions and experiences of high school and college students 

regarding their use of Creole languages in St Croix and in St Lucia, and the impact of speaking 

these languages on these students’ identity and self worth.  The paper is part of a larger 

investigation focusing on identifying and measuring effective programs for language 

development in the public schools.  Based on interviews with students, educators, parents and 

community members in St Croix in 2008, 2009 and 2014 and students and educators from Saint 

Lucia in 2014, observations will be made. Many of the students describe strong, positive feelings 

when speaking Creole, but these feelings are affected by circumstance: where they are, who they 

are speaking with, whether or not others are or might be listening, etc. Certain exogenous factors 

correlated to students’ feelings and language use, including age, gender and language usage at 

home. Unexpectedly, the type of school or program the students were enrolled in also correlated 

to certain attitudes about language and the sense of self. This suggests that decisions of educators 

and policy makers regarding school and education programs may have important unintended 

consequences with regard to students’ linguistic and cultural identity. The educational program 

and school environment can positively, or negatively, influence the students’ use of their home 

language, their sense of identity, their feelings of confidence, efficacy or their place in the world. 

Policy suggestions and areas for further research will be included. 

Bio: Dr. Susana Dejesus (susana.dejesus@nyu.edu) is a Visiting Scholar at New York 

University and has also worked as Assistant Professor, Facultad de Educación, Universidad de 

Puerto Rico, Río Piedras, Director of Title III, Bilingual/ESL Education, professional developer, 

teacher and consultant in the US and Puerto Rico. Dr. DeJesús has a unique blend of academic 

knowledge and research, combined with strong practical experience in program, policy and 

implementation. 

 

 

Delgado, Sally J. 
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Creative license or linguistic data: Why we can (and should) use literary representations of 

Caribbean speech in linguistic research. 

Literary representations of Caribbean speech are not only valid in linguistic research, but provide 

crucial data on little-studied Caribbean communities with strong oral traditions. Historical 

dialectology relies heavily on literary texts, e.g., versified romances such as Beowolf passed on 

in the oral traditions of medieval England play a significant role in our understanding of Old 

English dialects. This paper proposes that linguists working on Caribbean languages should 

apply similar methodologies, i.e. analyze the literary output of Caribbean authors, verses handed 

down through oral traditions, even the speech of Caribbean characters in literary texts by non-

native authors. Sailors’ language use in Caribbean maritime communities of the seventeenth 

century is presented as a case study in which data from fictional texts play an important role. 

Additionally, this speech community is similar to many Afro-Caribbean communities, whose 

authors have been neglected by publication houses, and whose people celebrate a rich oral 

tradition. The speech of such communities is not unavailable to the linguistic researcher who 

follows a comprehensive methodology that includes: novels (e.g. Defoe’s Robinson Crusoe, 

Kwadwo Agymah Kamau’s Flickering Shadows, Dolores Joseph Montout’s Limón on the Raw); 

song lyrics (e.g. ships’ shanties, reggae, calypso, bomba and plena); and plays (e.g. Johnson’s 

The successful pyrate, Eric Roach’s Calabash of blood, Stanley French’s Light and the Dark). 

The fiction of Caribbean communities—published or not—provides valuable data that is all too 

often dismissed, yet is likely to catalogue a series of local phonological, morphosyntactic and 

lexical features that may be otherwise lost to the record. 

Bio: Sally J. Delgado (sallyj.delgado@upr.edu) is a doctoral student of linguistics in the English 

Department (Humanities) at the University of Puerto Rico, Río Piedras Campus. She has traveled 

extensively and taught English to students in England, New Zealand, and Brazil. She currently 

teaches language and linguistics at the University of Puerto Rico. Her research interests are in 

contact linguistics, creoles, and dialects of the Anglophone Caribbean. 

 

 

Domínguez Rosado, Brenda L 

“Tú,” “Vos,” “Usted,” or “You”? The curious case of differences in the use of second 

person pronouns in Costa Rican Spanish, Puerto Rican Spanish, and English 

In the past (until the end of the 17th century), speakers of the English language used the second 

person pronouns “thou,” "thee" and “you” to denote a difference between social class and 

affective relationships between people, with “you” being the choice to address people of higher 

class, in a position of authority, or with distant familial or affective ties. “You” eventually 

became the only choice in English for the second person pronoun in both the subjective and 

objective cases (Davies, Lipton & Richoux, et. al, n.d.; Fitzmaurice, 2003; Malton, 2001).  This 

was not the case for the two varieties of Spanish included in this study: Costa Rican and Puerto 

Rican. Both varieties use the second person pronouns “tú,” and “usted” (and in the case of Costa 

Rica, “vos” as well) in diverse ways and to varying degrees in order to indicate a difference in 

social status and personal connections (Aijón Oliva, 2009; Alonso Vargas, 1974; Kapović, 2007; 

Quesada Pacheco, 2010; Solé, 1970). It is important to be aware of these variances so as to avoid 

misunderstandings among speakers of these two varieties of Spanish and also to clarify what 

may be a perplexing issue for the contemporary English speaker whose variety no longer uses 

second person pronouns in this way. 
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Bio: Brenda L. Domínguez Rosado (bldr_00693@yahoo.com) is of Puerto Rican/Mexican-

American heritage and has been an educator for the past thirty years. She has a B.A. in 

Secondary Education/English, an M.A. in American/British Literature, and a Ph.D. in 

Linguistics. She is currently a tenured Assistant Professor of English at the University of Puerto 

Rico, Bayamón campus. 

 

 

Edwards, Eva de Lourdes 

Ecosemiotic Echoes: Migrating Celtic and Caribbean Forest Stories 

The forest is a place of science at one end and at the other end, a place of magic. It is the source 

of folktales, fairytales, and myths, which have grown symbiotically with the forest and appeared 

to dwindle with deforestation. As is the case with Celtic and Caribbean forests, they have 

migrated with forest dwellers over lands and oceans. Ecosemiotics, the study of the relationship 

of culture and nature, is used as a platform on which to explore, not just these migration 

trajectories themselves, but their possible significance or meaning.  How is a mythical character 

connected from the Ice Age cave bear in pre-Celtic times to the Celtic Goddess Brigit, to Celtic 

Christian Saint Brigid, to Maman Brigitte in Haiti? The Celts, as in the Caribbean, were not one 

group of people from one location, yet forest signs persist, blend, and transform into emerging 

new signs in a continuous story. 

Bio: Eva de Lourdes Edwards PhD (delourdes@ mac.com) or (eva.edwards@upr.edu) is 

associate professor of English at the College of General Studies, University of Puerto Rico, Rio 

Piedras. She also teaches graduate online courses at Fairfield University in Connecticut in 

Linguistics and Sociolinguistics. Her doctorate is in applied linguistics to education, University 

of Connecticut. Her ongoing research project is in linguistic landscape in urban studies. 

 

Faraclas, Nicholas  

Class Observations and Stakeholder Interviews in St. Eustatius 

This paper is part of a panel presentation on Applied Linguistics and the language of instruction 

in Dutch Caribbean schools.  It reports on the results of a year-long study concerning the 

language of instruction in the schools of St. Eustatius which was conducted by our research team 

from 2012 to 2013.  

With the goal of attaining a qualitative understanding of the lived experiences of the people of 

St. Eustatius in relation to the language of instruction used in the schools on the island, our 

research team conducted 19 observations of regularly scheduled classes at all levels of primary 

and secondary education and 49 focus group interview meetings, including 9 meetings with 

groups of teachers, 12 meetings with individuals and groups involved with educational 

management, 22 meetings with groups involved in activities associated with the educational 

system (youth and family services, etc.), 5 meetings with groups of students, and 1 general 

meeting with parents. 

The classroom observations revealed that students and teachers at all levels perform better when 

English is taught as a first language and used as the general language of instruction and when 

Dutch is taught as a foreign language and not used as the general language of instruction. We 

observed that while students enjoy learning Dutch when it is taught in an informal and playful 

way as a foreign language in the early years of primary school, their enthusiasm for learning 

Dutch diminishes as the transition is made to Dutch as the main language of instruction at the 

end of primary school, and evaporates when Dutch becomes the main language of instruction in 
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secondary school.  In early primary classrooms, we witnessed uniformly high levels of class 

participation among all students in classes where English is used as the main language of 

instruction and Dutch is taught as a foreign language.  But in later primary and secondary classes 

where Dutch is taught as a first or second language and used as the language of instruction, we 

almost invariably observed a ‘core/periphery effect’ whereby a few students, most of whom have 

some significant exposure to Dutch outside of school, constitute an engaged ‘core’ that actively 

participates and interacts with the teacher, while the majority of the students retreat into the 

disengaged non-participating ‘periphery’ of the class.   

What we observed in the classrooms was confirmed during our focus group interview meetings.  

While all stakeholders agreed that the schools on St. Eustatius should be producing students with 

high levels of competence in both English and Dutch, none thought that the schools were 

actually achieving this for either language.  All agreed that for the great majority of the people on 

St. Eustatius, Statian English is a first language and Dutch is a foreign language.  A number of 

stakeholders commented on growing levels of hostility among students (and some parents) 

toward Dutch language and all things Dutch. Even some of the few students who speak Dutch at 

home now refuse to speak Dutch at school. 

Bio: Nicholas Faraclas (nickfaraclas@yahoo.com) is a Professor in Linguistics at the University 

of Puerto Rico, Rio Piedras.  Having received his PhD from the University of California at 

Berkeley, he has published widely in theoretical, descriptive, socio-, and applied linguistics, 

promoted community based literacy projects, and conducted research on the languages of Africa, 

the South Pacific, Latin America and the Caribbean.  

 

 

Flores-Silva,  Dolores 

NI KI TU Yangá el sonido del tambor: anunciando el amor, la integración cultural y la 

abolición de la esclavitud en Yangaland Veracruz 

Yangá, el hombre negro y respetado que da su nombre a una de las pequeñas ciudades en el 

estado de Veracruz cobra lugar en uno de los cuentos en A Message for Rosa an African 

Diaspora Novel in Short Stories del autor costarricense Quince Duncan. La leyenda transporta al 

lector, paralelamente, a la cruel persecución y conquista española en México destacando la 

interminable lucha de la presencia africana por espacio y voz propia,  y al amor como una parte 

esencial integrándose para hacer posible la libertad e independencia de los negros. A su vez, la 

historia retrata la intervención de Yangá en su colaboración lingüística. Sus vocablos en español 

juntan no tan solo su voluntad en darse a entender en el idioma de los españoles sino que 

producen un signo de completa validez cultural que reconoce la unidad de no tan solo idiomas 

sino de culturas.  El presente estudio aborda el discurso crítico de Quince Duncan con la 

finalidad de rodear un pensamiento histórico y a la vez creativo.  Paulatinamente se mencionará 

lo que hace hablable y legible ese discurso y después se distinguirá el papel de Yangá, el héroe 

africano en México. Finalmente se estudiará, la participación de Quince Duncan sobre el 

nacionalismo mexicano sostenido por la raza africana. Desde esta óptica se sostendrá que el 

cuento permite una lectura que reescribe la tradición literaria mexicana en cuanto a sus leyendas, 

al mismo tiempo que se incorpora a la inquietud de Duncan por valorar la presencia africana. 

Bio: Dr. Dolores Flores-Silva (flores@roanoke.edu) teaches Latin American literatures and 

cultures at Roanoke College, specializing in Mexico and the Spanish Caribbean. Her recent book 

is Rosario Ferré y Mayra Montero: entre la espada y la cruz. Her articles on Caribbean literature 

have been published by Caribbean, Latin American, US, and European presses. 



 

 

Francis, Dale 

The Quelbe Commentary 1672-2012: Efforts to Convert Colonialism to Democracy. 
The topic Efforts to Convert Colonialism to Democracy is a segment in the recently published 

book "The Quelbe Commentary 1672 to 2012."  The segment looks at sociopolitical dynamics 

that have not been forsaken by the populace and government.  Historical events indicate that the 

1954 manipulation of the structure of government for ruling class control and power reflects the 

legacy of the dynamics that made quelbe a sociopolitical genre. 

Bio: Dale Francis (thequelbemethod@yahoo.com) of the Virgin Islands Council on the Arts, St. 

Thomas has been a performing artist, educator, and civic activist over the past 30 years.  In 2012, 

he published "The Quelbe Method: Music Fundamentals in Quelbe Ensembles," which is a 

companion book to "The Quelbe Commentary 1672-2012."  Both books are available online 

from the publisher iUniverse.com.  Dale Francis has a Bachelor of Arts degree with 

concentrations in journalism and music, and a Master of Public Administration degree with a 

concentration in urban management.  

 

 

Freitas, Shirley  
Antunes de Araujo, Gabriel 

The Sephardic Jews in Curaçao and their role in the formation of Papiamentu 

This study aims to analyze the participation of Jews in Curaçaoan society, especially in 

Papiamentu’s linguistic emergence. The rationale for this study lies in the fact that still today the 

role of Sephardic Jews is neglected in studies of Papiamentu (cf. Martinus, 1996; Jacobs, 2012). 

These authors present records that may point to a relationship between Senegambia/Upper 

Guinea, Amsterdam and Curaçao through the slave trade conducted by the Jews. In the linguistic 

context, Henriquez (1988, 1991) shows the characteristic vocabulary of Papiamentu Sephardic 

Jews, which could be more similar to that of Portuguese. Some of the words and expressions 

began to be used over time by non-Jewish speakers, being incorporated into the current use of 

Papiamentu (as in tinzji ‘to dye’), while others were forgotten even within the Sephardic 

community, remaining only in the speech of elderly people (as in fika ‘to stay’, now replaced by 

keda). Moreover, the Sephardim also acted in the intergenerational transmission of Papiamentu. 

In Curaçao, the Jews had black yayas ‘nannies’ who had an important role in facilitating the 

diffusion of Papiamentu. Thus, this study intends to show that the Jews played an important role 

in Curaçoan society, including contributing to the emergence of Papiamentu. In addition, we also 

recognize a connection between Papiamentu and the Santiago variety of Cape Verdean 

(Martinus, 1996; Jacobs, 2012), however we follow an approach similar to the one supported by 

Faraclas et al (2014): in that a convergence of elements has to be considered in studying the 

emergence of Atlantic Creoles, which takes int account the agency of different languages 

speakers. 

Bios: Shirley Freitas (shirleyfreitas@usp.br) is a doctoral student in Language Studies at the 

University of São Paulo, Brazil. She studies the origins of Papiamentu and its relation with the 

Santiago variety of Cape Verdean and the language of Sephardic Jews.  She is supported by a 

CAPES scholarship. 

Gabriel Antunes de Araujo (g.antunes@usp.br) is Associate professor at the University of São 

Paulo, Brazil. 
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Garrett, Helene 

Igras, Eugene 

Papiamentu Portal 

The field of linguistic is diverse, dynamic and collaborative in nature. While there are numerous 

online resources available to learn and study Papiamentu, access to these resources is frequently 

fragmented or limited to experts. Furthermore, these resources often offer static information 

content and relatively modest capabilities to facilitate interactions among dynamic groups of 

users, such as scholars, students, or the general public.  The primary objective of this project is to 

develop an online platform dedicated to the Papiamentu language to address these challenges and 

provide capabilities to: 

 

• Develop and publish e-learning material and provide access to the content, 

 

• Integrate with other e-learning resources dedicated to the field of linguistics, 

 

• Provide collaboration capabilities (e.g., chat rooms, e-conferencing) to form dynamic ‘interest 

groups’ and engage users in interactions and collaboration, and 

 

• Facilitate information and knowledge discovery and sharing through the use of context- aware 

discovery services and knowledge maps, and their application in practical use of Papiamentu. 

 

The approach is to deploy a web portal based on a Web Content Management System to provide 

authoring, collaboration, and administration capabilities combined with Knowledge Management 

tools. While web portals have been successfully used to bring information from diverse sources 

into numerous applications in the corporate world, governments and research organizations, the 

scope of this project goes above and beyond information integration and includes tools to handle 

user groups, knowledge objects, and interactions between them through the delivery of dynamic 

and contextual content and services.  While the prototype of the Papiamentu Portal developed to 

date offers only a subset of the desired capabilities, the results look promising. The user 

management, content publishing and access services are easy to use and expandable. They are 

also generalizable so potentially they can be adapted to other applications. 

Bio: Helene Garrett (hgarrettphd@ualberta.net) was born in Willemstad, Curaçao. She 

completed an MA and a Ph.D. in Modern Languages and Cultural Studies at the University of 

Alberta. Recently she moved to Westbank, BC, Canada where she reads, writes and enjoys the 

warmer weather. 

 

Géigel, Wilfredo A. 

Simounet, Alma 

Kuwabong, Dannabang 

Panel: Society, History, Culture and Law in the Caribbean 

On Sept. 6, 1972 eight people were killed by assailants at the exclusive Fountain Valley Golf 

Course in St. Croix, U.S. Virgin Islands. This event led to great speculation as to the cause. Was 

this simply a robbery gone awry, a premeditated murder, a racial backlash or the beginning of a 

revolution? This paper first provides a detailed account of what took place. It then addresses the 
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aftermath of the event in terms of the ideological stances that promoted the construction of its 

many interpretations, the accusations that followed, the social commotion that injured the 

foundations of this Caribbean community, the white vs. black recrimination that it fired up, the 

trial of the century that took place, the intervention of U.S. military, intelligence and law 

enforcement agencies in Cruzan everyday life and the involvement of renowned radical defense 

lawyers from the U.S. Second, the presentation provides the plan to be followed for the legal 

analysis of the ensuing court case, the discourse analysis of both the U.S. and Virgin Islands 

media coverage and write-ups, the study of the reports of torture and coercion to which the 

accused were exposed and the ethnographic study of the different sectors that made up the 

community of St. Croix at the time of the crime and each of their particular ways of viewing 

what happened. Third, Dannabang Kuwabong in “Narrative Grief as Healing Performance: 

Michael Antonio Joseph’s My Brother’s Heart Fountain Valley 1972” will examine how this 

incident has caused great grief in the family of the late Rafie Joseph, one of the accused, which 

warrants a healing narrative. Michael Antonio Joseph’s unpublished manuscript: My Brother’s 

Heart . . . is a counter-narrative of that family’s grief, and laments the official narrative about 

Rafie’s death. He will show how Michael A Joseph engages a grieving strategy through narrative 

compounding and historical retrievals to globalize personal lament, while exploring his family’s 

grief and his personal grief within a larger struggle against structured racist ideologies and 

histories of exclusions from or limitations of entries of people of color into United States of 

America’s national socio-economic, cultural, legal and political histories. He will show how the 

unfinished conclusion of My Brother’s Heart . . . defies all conventions and produces a rambling 

performance that defies rational narrative representations of an emotional and psychological 

status in search for meaning and healing. 

Bios:  

Wilfredo A. Géigel. (wageigel@gmail.com) is a lawyer by profession, an independent scholar, 

member and past president of the Society of Virgin Islands Historians and an Adjunct Professor 

of history and administrative law at the University of the Virgin Islands, St. Croix Campus.  He 

is the author of three books on legal and historical subjects. 

Alma Simounet (asimounet2002@yahoo.com) is Professor of English and Linguistics at the 

University of Puerto Rico, Río Piedras Campus. She is an active member of the PhD Program in 

the Literature, Language and Culture of the Anglophone Caribbean.  Her areas of research and 

publication are bilingualism, ethnolinguistics, and discourse analysis. 

Dannabang Kuwabong (zolgbara@gmail.com) is Professor of English and Caribbean Literature 

at the University of Puerto Rico, Río Piedras Campus. He teaches Caribbean and African 

Literatures, and specializes in USVI and Eastern Caribbean literatures.  His areas of research and 

publication are Caribbean Literature, Women’s Literature, Postcolonial Literature, Drama and 

Performance. He is a creative writer with several published books of poetry. 

 

 

Gordon-Chipembere, Natasha  

Spaces in between: Afro-Costa Ricans and National Narratives of Whiteness 

This paper, which is a work in progress shares some major ideas and themes that have emerged 

from a larger book project which focuses on making visible (by documenting their life histories) 

the descendants of the community of free Jamaican blacks who were brought into the Atlantic 

Coast of Costa Rica (specifically Puerto Limon) at the turn of the twentieth century to help build 

the Northern Railway and work on the banana plantations owned by the United Fruit Company.   
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Their lives, and thus their stories, have been muted by law and history.  I come from a long line 

of Afro-Costa Ricans; in fact two generations of women and men who prospered from a life of 

respect and diligence as employees of the United Fruit Company.  My great-grandparents hailed 

from Jamaica and migrated to Costa Rica at the turn of the twentieth century for better economic 

lives.  What they fostered, with their “mak a tell ya” patois and hard turned tongues forcing 

Spanish at evening schools, was an individual community that was very colonial British 

Jamaican and authentically Caribbean in a Spanish Costa Rica which had in place laws that 

limited Black movement into the “white” highlands.   

This work is not only a personal journey in search of a wider picture of my own Afro-

Costa Rican heritage but also serves as a lens into an understanding of the larger community of 

Afro-Costa Ricans. There has been sparse scholarly work in English (see Dorothy Mosby and 

Ron Harpelle) on this population of people and how their lives etched itself into the national 

history of Costa Rica and Latin America.  This is a project of visibility.  This work seeks to 

rupture many staid ideas about Costa Rica’s “pure” Spanish lineage or mestizo (meaning non-

Black) history.  This paper speaks back to the history of this nation and insists on the 

acknowledgment of Afro-Costa Ricans who built the Northern Railroad Company (like my 

great-Uncle Charlie Gourzong who worked there for 45 years and my grandfather, Stephen 

Robotham), which created incredible commercial and economic wealth for Costa Rica in the 

banana trade with the United States.  The stories of this small yet thriving community (in the 

diaspora of New York to the barrios of Puerto Limón, Cahuita and Puerto Viejo) testify to 

complex migrations, community, identity, ritual and pride that bridges both a Caribbean 

sensibility with a Costa Rican national pride.  However, for several generations their existence 

continue to be silenced under the umbrella of a larger narrative of “white Spanish” nation 

identity in Costa Rica. To imagine Costa Rica as a monolithic white “Spanish” nation is to erase 

the rich diverse, cultural heritage that thrives in a tiny corner of this Central American country.   

 

Bio: Natasha Gordon-Chipembere (indisunflower@yahoo.com) holds a PhD in English from 

the University of South Africa. Her edited collection, Representation and Black Womanhood: 

The Legacy of Sarah Baartman was published by Palgrave Macmillan in 2011. Gordon-

Chipembere has a number of publications, including articles in scrutiny 2, Agenda, and 

Changing English. She was a Fulbright Specialist at Chancellor College, University of Malawi 

during the summer of 2010.  Her current scholarship includes a life history project with 

Malawian activist, Catherine Chipembere and a monograph on 17th century slavery in Costa 

Rica. She is an Associate professor of English at Medgar Evers College of the City University of 

New York and is on academic sabbatical in Costa Rica for 2014-2015. 

 

 

Halgarson, Glenda 

Suarez, María 

Nacimos y vivimos mirando el mar 

Las comunidades del Caribe Sur: Cahuita, Puerto Viejo, Manzanillo y Gandoca, se formaron y 

crecieron por sí mismas donde las carencias y el aislamiento, unido a la falta de interés de los 

gobiernos centrales, promovieron que la gente buscara y encontrara sus propias soluciones. En 

estos poblados se desarrolló una economía familiar sustentable que previó, desde el inicio, la 

necesidad de mantener la armonía con el ambiente. Se tuvo la visión del potencial de su entorno 

y se aprendió que, en la relación con la Naturaleza, estaba la fuente de su propio desarrollo 
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social, económico y humano. Los primeros emigrantes provenientes de Jamaica y el Litoral 

Atlántico, se dedicaban a la pesca por lo que lógicamente establecieron sus viviendas a la orilla 

del mar, además de que la playa era la única área de terreno sólido, el resto eran pantanos.  En las 

selvas aledañas cultivaron los alimentos para el sustento de sus familias y para comerciar, como 

en el caso de la producción de cacao. Desde entonces y hasta la fecha, los emigrantes caribeños 

han convivido en armonía con los pueblos originarios indígenas de Talamanca con quienes han 

compartido las diversas formas en que usan y se relacionan con la tierra y con el mar. Incluso la 

mezcla de razas ha dado como fruto una generación joven con características propias de ambas 

etnias. Paradógicamente esa ubicación original en la zona costera es la que hoy está generando 

serios problemas ya que el corazón de los pueblos del Caribe Sur se ha desarrollado en lo que 

hoy se ha definido como la Zona Marítimo Terrestre (ZMT).  La situación más seria es que la 

zona comercial de Puerto Viejo y Cahuita está en los primeros 50 m. de la orilla del mar, lo que 

implica que de acuerdo a la legislación moderna todo lo construido en esa franja a lo largo de los 

años, tendría que desaparecer.  

Cabe destacar que en el Caribe Sur, la ocupación en los 50 ms. por parte de los establecimientos 

actuales, no impide en absoluto el derecho de acceso a las playas, respetando así el motivo por el 

cual se declara esa zona inalienable a fin de evitar que las playas se privaticen. Además de ese 

peligro existe mucho interés en convertir todos los 200 m. en zona turística de mayor escala, lo 

cual supone la imposición de cánones altos que no estarían al alcance de los bolsillos de los 

actuales pobladores y ocupantes.  La consecuencia es que familias enteras serían desalojadas y 

desplazadas, con lo cual el Estado, que debe velar por el bienestar de los ciudadanos, se 

enfrentaría a un gran problema social, político y económico. 

Este oscuro panorama ha generado la organización de un movimiento para la defensa de los 

derechos históricos de muchos habitantes del Caribe Sur a la vez de preservar una cultura 

especial y única que no existe en el resto del país. En el documento adjunto describimos con más 

detalle las peculiaridades de la zona, su desarrollo histórico, sus luchas en defensa del ambiente y 

sus amenazas actuales. Dada la problemática que señalan, ese movimiento popular sostiene que 

es de suma importancia entablar un diálogo de saberes entre las autoridades pertinentes y los 

miembros de la comunidad para establecer las grandes líneas que marcarán el futuro de nuestro 

pueblo con base en un modelo económico-social –cultural que tiene historia y probidad. Ese 

modelo de desarrollo impulsado por los mismos habitantes de la zona contempla entre otras: una 

economía familiar basada en micro empresas turísticas combinado en muchos casos con 

agricultura sostenible y/o pesca artesanal, seguir protegiendo en armonía con los derechos de los 

habitantes una relación equilibrada con el ambiente que ha dado como saldo una serie de 

reservas ambientales especiales y continuar construyendo una historia que es parte de nuestras 

raíces como país. Todo lo expuesto los ha llevado a considerar que la solución integral a la 

problemática del Caribe Sur debe tomar la forma de una Ley de Régimen Especial que le permita 

a esta zona seguir desarrollándose armónicamente con su historia, sus derechos ciudadanos, sus 

características y aportes, que han enriquecido a la zona misma a sus habitantes y a toda Costa 

Rica. 

El objetivo de la Ley de Régimen Especial: Validar legalmente el modelo de vida y convivencia 

que se han construido históricamente.  La propuesta que han plasmado, se han desarrollado en el 

tiempo y corresponde a las valoraciones realizadas por el conjunto de comunidades, 

organizaciones y grupos, que a lo largo de la  historia reciente se han comprometido en la 

defensa de los recursos marino – terrestres y buscan una solución integral y armónica de las 

problemáticas que les preocupan y afectan. 



Born and raised by the sea 
The communities of the Southern Caribbean part of Costa Rica: Cahuita, Puerto Viejo, 

Manzanillo and Gandoca, emeged amid deprivation and isolation, coupled with the lack of 

interest by central governments, all of which led people to seek and find their own solutions to 

their problems.  In these villages, a sustainable family economy was forged, which was based on 

the need to maintain harmony with the environment. These people’s vision of the potential of 

their environment and their long standing relationship with Nature were the source of their own 

social, economic and human development. The first immigrants from Jamaica and the Atlantic 

Coast were fishing people so logically they established their homes on the seaside. Besides, the 

beach was the only area of solid ground, since the the rest was swampy. 

In the surrounding forests they grew food to support their families and some produce to trade, 

such as cocoa. From then until now, Caribbean migrants have lived in harmony with the original 

indigenous peoples of Talamanca with whom they have shared the many ways that they use and 

relate to the land and the sea. This mixture of races has also given rise to a younger generation 

with features typical of both ethnic groups.  Paradoxically it is their original location in the 

coastal area which today is creating serious problems because the homeland of the people of the 

Southern Caribbean is being transformed into what is now defined as the Maritime Zone (ZMT). 

The most serious aspect of the Maritime Zone is that it declares that the commercial area of 

Puerto Viejo and Cahuita should extend 50 meters from the shoreline. This means that according 

to this legislation, everything built along the beach and immediate coastline over the years, will 

have to disappear. Notably, current economic activities by local people within the 50 meter zone 

in no way preclude the right of public access to the shoreline, and ensure that the beaches remain 

inalienable and will never be privatized. Besides opening up the beaches for privatization, 

proponents of the Maritime Zone have expressed interest in converting the entire area within 200 

meters of the shoreline into a large scale tourist zone, where high prices and use fees would 

render it inaccessible to the current inhabitants and occupants. The consequence is that whole 

families would be evicted and displaced, causing great social, political and economic problems 

for the State, which is supposed to ensure the welfare of its citizens.  

In the face of this ominous situation, a popular movement has been organized for the defense of 

the historic rights of the people of the South Caribbean and for the preservation of their unique 

culture.   This presentation describes in more detail the peculiarities of the region, its historical 

development, its struggles in defense of the environment and its threats. Given the problems on 

the horizon, the popular movement argues that it is important to engage in a dialogue of 

understanding among relevant authorities and members of the community to establish the major 

lines that will shape the future of our people based on a socio-cultural -economic model that has 

history and integrity. The model that emerges from this dialogue should focus on development 

driven by the inhabitants of the area, including a family-based economy combining micro-

tourism enterprises with sustainable agriculture and / or artisanal fisheries, in order to protect the 

rights of the local inhabitants and maintain harmony with the environment.  Local people have 

already begun this process by establishing a number of special environmental reserves and 

continue narrating a story that is part of our roots as a country. All the above has led the popular 

movement to propose a comprehensive solution to the problems of the South Caribbean under 

the form of a Special Law that allows this area continue to develop harmoniously with their 

history, their civil rights, and their particular characteristics and contributions that have enriched 

the area and all of Costa Rica. The purpose of this Special Law is to legally validate the model of 

life and historical coexistence that they have built. This proposal has been developed over time 



and corresponds to the assessments made by all communities, organizations and groups that 

throughout recent history have been committed to the defense of marine and land resources and 

seek an integral and harmonious solution to the problems that concern and affect them. 

Bio: Glenda Halgarson es una afrocaribeña de Puerto Viejo de Limon que está a cargo de la 

Casa de la Cultura en ese pueblo costeño. También es encargada de comunicaciones del Foro 

Caribe Sur en la zona del Caribe Sur de Costa Rica.  

Glenda Halgarson is an Afro-Caribbean from Puerto Viejo de Limón in charge of the House of 

Culture in this seaside town. She is responsible for communications for the Southern Caribbean 

Forum in the South Caribbean area of Costa Rica. 

 

 

Harris Fiveash, Jo Anne  

Celtic Migrations to the Caribbean 
From the urban blight of Dublin’s streets, to the tropical beauty of Caribbean rain forests, and the 

horrors of island poverty, the stories of Irish peoples and their migrations from Ireland to the 

British West Indies represent a complicated socio-political period in English and Caribbean 

history. Ostracized, oppressed, and subjugated in Ireland, the fate of many Irish émigrés remains 

unknown. Thus, Caribbean history has relegated the Irish emigrations to the status of footnotes in 

the larger scheme of island colonization. This has located Irish participation and influence in the 

evolution of the contemporary Caribbean identity to an “in between status” –somewhere below 

that of the English/European, yet slightly above that of the African. However, as linguists and 

literary historians are learning, facts reveal a much more complex reality. This paper proposes a 

closer examination of the types of migrations and settlements involving Irish settlers in the 

British West Indies.  

Bio: Jo Anne Harris (joanne@virtual-caribbean.net ) has a PhD in Caribbean Language and 

Literature from the University of Puerto Rico. She is currently an Assistant Professor at Georgia 

Gwinnett College. Her ongoing research projects are The Virtual Caribbean and the Voyages 

Digital Library – both initiatives focusing on digitization of early Caribbean artifacts in the 

period from 1600 -1800.  

 

 

Jacobs-Chester, Coreen  

The Borderlands As “Living Frontiers”: Caribbean And Latin American Interstices 

This research project will focus on the tensions and cultural encounters at three locations on the 

Brazilian border with Guyana, Suriname and Venezuela. Deploying the concept of “living 

frontiers” the project will examine notions of national territory, language and culture. Brazil is 

generally regarded as an emerging BRIC powerhouse and is increasingly exerting its economic 

and socio-cultural influence over its near neighbours. During the military regimes (1964-85) 

Brazilians traversed border towns looking for gold and other minerals, resulting in them taking 

up illegal residence.  More recently the search for minerals and timber has seen a new wave of 

cultural penetration on Brazil’s part which is cause for concern, bearing in mind some negative 

developments in Suriname and Bolivia where there has been a significant influx of Brazilians.  

Lack of government supervision in both Guyana and Suriname has led to clashes with Brazilian 

miners. The Suriname maroons and the garimpeiros (Brazilian miners) have clashed over land 

and gold in the Amazon area linking the two nation states, which has led to the expulsion of 

many garimpeiros from Suriname. In Guyana, many criminal activities including murders have 



occurred in Lethem and Mahdia. “The Brazilian history of what its military strategists describe 

as ‘living frontiers’ became more and more immediate with reference to Guyana after the 

construction of the a road link to Guyana by a Brazilian multinational firm. The Brazilian 

method of getting territorial expansion is to let their population flow into an area to the degree 

where they subsequently gain at least de facto control, if not outright annexation” (Forte 1996: 

82). Since this research will focus on cultural penetration, thinking through the concept of ‘living 

frontiers’ with Brazil as the dominant group, it will be able to bring clarity not only to the socio-

economic effects of the movement of people across borders but also to the implications of 

cultural penetration whereby a numerically dominant group takes up residency in a bordering 

country. 

 

 

Jiménez, Gabriel 

Neo-colonial impacts on Caribbean Society and Literature 

A fundamental topic on economic growth in the Caribbean has been the issue of land 

development. The perception of development in the region is often based on a comparison with 

countries of the West and how “developed” that Caribbean country may look. In this 

presentation, I will take a look at one Caribbean play that reflects on the negative consequences 

of the dominant neocolonial models of economic growth: David Edgecombe’s Kirnon’s 

kingdom. The play explores the ecological, social and economic destruction that results from 

neocolonial land development policy. I will focus on two land development policies which are 

advertised as ideal for economic growth in the region: monoculture and real estate.   

Bio: Gabriel Jiménez (jimenez_gj@yahoo.com) is a PhD student in Caribbean Literature at the 

University of Puerto Rico, Río Piedras Campus. He holds a Masters degree in African Languages 

and Literature from the University of Wisconsin-Madison.  

 

 

Joseph-Haynes, Marisol 

“Wah yuh seh”: Codeswitching and Limonese identity in Dolores Joseph’s “Limón on the 

Raw” 

The Creole spoken in the province of Limón, Costa Rica, is one that has been heavily influenced 

by the immigration of Caribbean islanders to this area to work on the construction of the railroad 

and on banana plantations. This group of afro-descended peoples brought their creolized culture 

and their English lexified creole language to Spanish speaking Costa Rica. Because of contact 

with Spanish, (the official language), Limonese Creole and Limonese Standard English, we can 

assume that there is some influence of one code on the other. 

Bilingualism is the norm in the Limonese community, and Spanish is spoken in all domains. 

Since contact with Spanish has increased because of its use in governmental institutions 

(especially schools), speakers of Limonese Creole have begun to borrow lexemes and structural 

forms from Spanish. Borrowing in Limonese Creole has increased due to several social factors, 

including attitudes towards Spanish, Costa Rican nationalism in the Afro-Costa Rican population 

and change in the social configuration of the community (the increasing number of Spanish 

speakers in the area). These are some of the reasons why the Limonese community has 

incorporated Spanish forms into Limonese Creole. This influence results in a wide variety of 

language mixing, that ranges from an occasional word to intra- and inter-sentential 

codeswitching, where bilingual Limonese speakers move freely from one system to another. 



This papers examines the use of language in the narrative of Dolores Joseph “Limon on the 

Raw” in the book “tres relatos del Caribe Costarricense,” that illuminate in the culture and 

experiences of the English lexified creole speaking Afro Costa Rican, a cultural experience in 

which Joseph participated. 

Bio: Marisol Joseph-Haynes is a Ph.D student at UPR-Rio Piedras. She holds an MA in 

English Linguistics from the University of Puerto Rico-Rio Piedras. The title of her MA thesis is: 

Codeswitching in Limonese Creole. Her general areas of interest are Creole genesis, 

sociolinguistics and language and identity, and her specific interests are in the culture and 

language of Limón, Costa Rica. 

 

 

Jules, Janice E.  

‘Dis Language is Mine’- The Link Between Cultural Identity and Language: A Case Study 

of the Preservation of Bajan Dialect in Atlanta, Georgia 

This paper examines the preservation and use of Bajan dialect in the oral language of a group of 

five Barbadians residing for over twenty years in Atlanta, Georgia in The United States of 

America to determine the correlation between their speech and related sociolinguistic factors. 

Emigrant Barbadians are often identified as persons who desire to be disassociated with their 

nation language and who set out to adopt the language of the country in which they reside. 

Hence, this research analyses the subjects’ oral language during communicative interactions in a 

variety of informal situational contexts to provide evidence of the phonological features and 

lexical items which are unique to Bajan dialect. It also investigates the influence of extra- 

linguistic factors on the speakers’ language choice. 

The research adopts a group case study design with the study sample comprising two males and 

three females. Through the administering of a semi-structured interview and the application of an 

observation schedule based on an adaptation of Part B of Spada’s Communicative Orientation of 

Language Teaching (COLT) Observation Scheme for the duration of two (2) weeks, qualitative 

data on the subjects’ production of Bajan dialect s obtained. These procedures are also used to 

yield quantitative data which measures the frequency of the subjects’ use of fifteen (15) selected 

Bajan lexical items. The results validate the link between the use of Bajan dialect and national 

and cultural identity as well as the influence of sociolinguistic factors such as gender on the 

speakers’ variety of language. 

Bio: Dr. Janice E. Jules (janice.jules@cavehill.uwi.edu) is a Lecturer in Linguistics in the 

Department of Language, Linguistics and Literature at The University of the West Indies, Cave 

Hill Campus. Her research interests include innovations in language teaching, strategies and 

methods in Teaching English as a Second and Foreign Language, and teaching Standard English 

to non-standard speakers of the language. 

 

 

Kahina, Chenzira Davis  

Cultural Heritage Experiences and Sociology of Spirituality (CHESS): VI and Caribbean 

Legacies and Movements 

Cultural Heritage Experiences and Sociology of Spirituality (CHESS): VI and Caribbean 

Legacies and Movements explicates the evolution of social, political, economic and spiritual 

ideologies, institutions and kinesthetic actions of people sharing common identities, language, 

traditions and beyond.  Innovative interpretations of dialectics among cultural responsiveness, 



sociological foundations of spirituality, and cultural sufficiency within pragmatic re-education 

programs impacting arts, sciences and communitarian governance will be explored. A 

comparative analysis with descriptions of the interwoven missions of the Virgin Islands and 

Caribbean Cultural Center (VICCC) and the Center for the Study of Spirituality and 

Professionalism (CSAP) will be summarized. The inclusivity and synergy of the VICCC and 

CSAP institutional roles in nurturing, preserving, cultivating, researching, and teaching culture 

complemented with the promotion of spirituality, ethical resources and responsible actions will 

be assessed respectively.  Cultural and spiritual references from VI and Caribbean literature, 

linguistics, social governance, spiritual systems and environmental stewardship that harmonize 

and sustain the human legacy will be elucidated.  Interdisciplinary, historic and transcultural 

methodologies linked to resourceful stakeholder partnerships, contemporary restorative justice, 

and related spiritual-cultural initiatives impacting 21st century social sciences, humanities, 

sustainable development and other cornerstone resources essential for the implementation of 

regional, national and international CHESS stratagems and movements will be outlined and 

critiqued. 

Caribbean Feminist Literary Activism of Suzanne Cesaire 

This presentation provides a critique and comparative analyses of the 20th century literary 

activism of Francophone scholar, educator, editor, poet and activist Suzanne Cesaire- the wife of 

the Negritudist Aime Cesaire, and will provide a concise sociological and literary explication of 

Suzanne Cesaire's collection of essays published in English for the first time as The Great 

Camouflage: Writings of Dissent (1941-1945).  The importance of inclusion of this and similar 

works reflecting the socio-cultural, political and literary contributions and scholarship of activists 

and scholars of the French-speaking Caribbean who have oftentimes been ostracized from 

contemporary Caribbean literary circles will be discussed.  This exceptional example of 20th 

century socio-cultural diagnostic literature, social science research and militant education and its 

21st century influences within transcultural interdisciplinary linkages to institutionalized 

traditions, narratives and heritage of the experience of Afrakan, Asian, European and other 

Indigenous influences within Caribbean legacies will be explored. Finally, the importance of 

institutional inclusivity of Suzanne Cesaire's inspirational, feminist, surrealist and militant lyrical 

contributions to Francophone Caribbean humanities and social sciences in Caribbean, American 

and global research centers and beyond will be highlighted. 

Bio: ChenziRa Davis Kahina (chenzira.daviskahina@live.uvi.edu) is an international educator, 

writer, cultural performing artist, naturopathic therapist, ordained minister, visionary and 

community developer.  Her Indigenous AfRaKan Caribbean ancestries compliment her research 

and credentials from Rutgers, Pepperdine, University of California San Diego, Natural Health 

Institute and others.  From 1989, she serves as a co-founding director of Per Ankh, Inc. an NPO 

and UN ECOSOC NGO with Special Consultative status.  Currently, she is the director of the 

Virgin Islands and Caribbean Cultural Center (VICCC) nestled within the College of Liberal 

Arts and Social Sciences (CLASS) and the Center for the Study of Spirituality and 

Professionalism (CSAP) both at the University of the Virgin Islands (UVI). 

 

Kelly-Cooke, Kevin  

The Intersection of Memory and History: The Indo-Trinidadian Woman as an Exotic 

Species That Has to Be Controlled  

West Indian women's writing has always been a voice for the most oppressed and marginalized 

inhbitants of the Caribbean. From The History of Mary Prince, a West Indian Slave in 1831 



through to Dionne Brand, Edwidge Danticat, and Shani Mootoo, Caribbean women have used 

narrative to challenge male-centered dominant discourses. This essay explores how Shani 

Mootoo utilizes memory in Cereus Blooms at Night and Valmiki’s Daughter, to explore how the 

East Indian woman’s body and sexuality have been controlled by both East Indian and European 

patriarchal and colonial societial constructs in Trinidad. I intend to lean on the theoretical 

readings of West Indian women’s literature to unravel their rewriting of history.  Texts such as 

Nana Wilson-Tagoe's Historical Thought and Literary Representation in West Indian Literature, 

Evelyn O'Callaghan's Woman Version: Theoretical Approaches to West Indian Fiction by 

Women, Carol Boyce Davies & Elaine Savory Fido's (eds) Out of the Kumbla: Caribbean 

Women and Literature, Joseph Roach’s “History, Memory, and Performance” in Cities of the 

Dead, and Catherine Reinhardt's Claims to Memory: Beyond Slavery and Emancipation in the 

French Caribbean will be resourced to explore the utilization of memory to reveal both Afro-

Caribbean and Indo-Caribbean feminist rewriting and reliving of history.  

Bio: Kevin Kelly-Cooke (kevingeorgekelly@gmail.com) teaches at Universidad Interamericana, 

San Germán Campus and is a PhD Candidate in English at the University of Puerto Rico, Rio 

Piedras Campus. 

 

Kester, Ellen-Petra, 

Language Attitudes and Language Use in St. Eustatius 

This paper is part of a panel presentation on Applied Linguistics and the language of instruction 

in Dutch Caribbean schools.  It reports on the results of a year-long study concerning the 

language of instruction in the schools of St. Eustatius which was conducted by our research 

group from 2012 to 2013.  

In order to collect quantitative information regarding language use and attitudes toward language 

and education in St. Eustatius, we designed a survey which was administered to all of the 

stakeholders in the educational system on the island.  The survey consisted of four parts: 1) a set 

of general questions designed to investigate attitudes toward language and education; 2) a more 

specific set of questions concerning opinions about the importance of the Dutch language in 

different domains; 3) another set of specific questions about the use of various languages in 

specific settings; and 4) a final series of questions on the demographic characteristics of each 

respondent.  432 questionnaires were collected from a representative sample of primary and 

secondary school students, parents, teachers, other education professionals, and the general 

public.  

Statistical analysis of the responses indicate that while St. Eustatius is a multilingual community, 

Statian English (a continuum of varieties ranging from Caribbean Standard English to Statian 

English lexifier Creole) is the most widely used language across all domains. The majority of the 

population is only exposed to Dutch in very formal domains, mainly in the classroom. Dutch is 

nonetheless considered by most to be a very important language. Most respondents feel strongly 

that the education system should ensure that students have high levels of competence in both 

English and Dutch. Attitudes toward bilingualism are positive as are attitudes toward both 

English and Dutch.  That being said, students (as well as their parents) in secondary education, 

where the use of Dutch as the language of instruction is most systematically and rigorously 

enforced, express less positive attitudes toward Dutch and education in Dutch than do other 

groups. .  This suggests that the obligatory use of Dutch at school is having a negative impact on 

attitudes toward Dutch. 
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In general, the results of the survey indicate that what has been a very polarizing debate over 

language of instruction on the island over the past decades actually conceals remarkable levels of 

agreement by all stakeholder groups about what is happening linguistically on the ground at 

present and about how the education system should be equipping the students linguistically for 

the future.  The statistics on language use clearly indicate that for the great majority of the 

population, Statian English is a first language and Dutch is a foreign language. The statistics on 

attitudes reveal that everyone wants students to achieve academic competence in both English 

and Dutch at school.  In other words, nearly everyone agrees on where they are now (A) and 

where they want to go (B), with the only serious differences of opinion centering on how to get 

from A to B. 

 

 

Kuwabong, Dannabang (see panel presentation under Geígel, W.) 

 

 

Le Duc, Lori 

Ríos, Melissa 

Can I See Myself in What I Read?  Culturally Relevant Reading Materials for Spanish 

Speaking and Spanish Heritage Students in St. Croix 

St. Croix (one of the three main islands that make up the US Virgin Islands) is a multicultural 

and multilingual island whose official language is Standard English. People from many different 

countries have migrated to the island, including many Puerto Ricans and Dominicans, who now 

make up a significant part of the population.  Because of this, a significant number of Spanish 

Speaking and Spanish Heritage students attend the public schools. According to the Virgin 

Islands Department of Education Curriculum and Instruction webpage, the English Language 

Acquisition Program (ELA) was designed to provide all limited English proficient students with 

equal educational opportunities in order to attain English proficiency and develop high levels of 

academic competence. It is also stated there that the State Office supports school districts in the 

selection of appropriate materials based on academic research on the English language learner 

population. 

One of the most important tools that can re-affirm students’ linguistic and cultural backgrounds 

in any educational context is literature.  Jacobs & Tunnel (2004) express that students can learn 

to value their own culture by reading about their customs and traditions.  Despite this, González 

& Ríos (2008) report that the textbooks and supporting materials used by teachers in the 

Bilingual Program in St. Croix schools reflect the cultural context of non-minority students in the 

United States. They contend that textbooks and printed materials more representative of St. 

Croix’s cultural diversity need to be provided to students. To help remedy this situation, the 

Puerto Rico Friendship Association in conjunction with the University of Puerto Rico has 

established a collection for Spanish Speaking and Spanish Heritage children at the main branches 

of the public library in St. Croix. 

In order to assess the availability of culturally appropriate materials for K-3 Spanish Speaking 

and Spanish Heritage students in St. Croix, we conducted interviews with stakeholders and we 

conducted an inventory of children’s books in public libraries and at local bookstores.  In this 

paper, we report on the results of these activities and provide recommendations for making 

culturally appropriate literature available and for ensuring that such literature is used effectively. 



Bio: Lori Le Duc (leduclori@yahoo.com) is a doctoral student in Literature and Linguistics of 

the English speaking Caribbean at the University of Puerto Rico. She is an English professor at 

Antillean Adventist University.  She has an MA in ESL Curriculum/Elementary Education.  She 

is currently a professor of English and Children’s Literature.  Her interest in Children’s 

Literature stems from her experience as an Elementary school teacher and her work at 

implementing literacy programs in the classroom. 

 

 

León Martínez, Edgar Manuel 
Entre Un Proyecto y Una Obra De Arte. Proyecto “Aula Afuera” 

“Aula Afuera” es un Proyecto procesual que implicó un adentro y un afuera en donde el sentido 

es una construcción que se da a partir de dos acciones concretas: Acción de-constructiva y 

Acción participativa.  Dichas acciones buscan generar una plataforma que cuestione la educación 

versus el aprendizaje.  Para ello me propuse partir de tres protocolos que propongo a 

continuación: Educación, Arte y Política. 

Educación: El Proyecto establece un paralelo entre la educación pública (Escuela José Figueres 

Ferrer) y el centro cultural Kamin de San Juan de Comalapa, Guatemala.  La obra invita a una 

participación tanto en Costa Rica como en San Juan de Comalapa impuesta de un lado y de otro, 

propuesta. 

Arte: En este rubro invité a participar artista Rolando Castellón quien no participa desde 1971 en 

la estructura “Bienal Centroamericana” en el territorio de Centro América.  La relación que 

establezco con Rolando es de alumno/maestro implicando un dialogo con la historia y la imagen 

de un territorio. 

Política: Finalmente convoco a participar a Lic. Vinicio Cerezo Arévalo con la intención de 

reflexionar, desde lo Político, sobre Esquipulas III. 

Bio: Edgar Manuel León Martínez (kangatoni@gmail.com) tiene un Posgrado en Artes 

Visuales de la Universidad Autónoma de México. En la actualidad, vive en San José Costa Rica 

y divide su tiempo entre la docencia universitaria en la Universidad de Costa Rica y la 

producción visual. Ha realizado 9 proyectos individuales y ha participado en más de 50 

exposiciones colectivas. 

 

 

López-Vallés, Ilsa 

A Communal Appreciation of Art and Poetry: Comparative Analysis of Gloria Escoffery’s 

and Lelawattee Manoo-Rahming’s Poetry 

My presentation intends to provide a comparative analysis of Jamaican Gloria Escoffery’s poetry 

collection Mother Jackson Murders the Moon (1998) and Trinidadian/ Bahamian poet 

Lelawattee Manoo-Rahming’s Immortelle and Bhandaaraa (2011). Both poets share a love for 

diverse art forms which they explore through their poetry and paintings. Their styles, although 

different, celebrate a love for nature and living things perceived through their scribal as well as 

visual creations. The poems display universal themes flavored by the Caribbean tropical 

environment and culture. The subject of Escoffery’s work ranges from giving advice on romantic 

relationships to exaltations of canines, books, green pigeon peas and art. In addition, dark magic 

finds its way in this colorful book in the form of Mother Jackson who is spooked for meddling 

with the occult and is punished for practicing obeah. Manoo-Rahming is likewise inspired by the 

moon in her poem of a similar title “The Night the Scorpion Ate the Moon” in which she 
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gradually describes how the moon slowly disappears from sight assuming several shapes, as it is 

consumed by a scorpion. She also explores the magical world of soucouyants and spiders in 

“Reggae Music” as well as the evil side of humanity in “Sans Humanité” and “The Colour of 

Rape,” phrased through specific and concrete language related to the world of paintings. Among 

her most salient topics are social outcasts, celebration of nature and loss of youth and fertility.  

Escoffery and Manoo-Rahming, although writing for generations decades apart, treat similar 

subject matters and share the same love of nature.  

Bio: Ilsa López-Vallés (ilsa_lopez2000@yahoo.com) teaches English at the University of 

Puerto Rico at Carolina. She has recently earned her PhD in Anglophone Caribbean Literature 

from the University of Puerto Rico, Rio Piedras Campus. Ms. López hopes to publish a novel she 

has been working on for the past years, and to continue lecturing locally and abroad. 

 

Lozano Cosme, Jenny 

Exploring Perceptual Dialectology to Develop a Fieldwork-Based Study on the SSS Islands 

In recent fieldwork conducted on the island of St. Eustatius (Faraclas, Kester & Mijts, 2014), 

residents of Statia identified Statian Creole English as the language they use the most at home 

and in informal social exchanges, whereas School or Standard English was identified as the 

means of communication in more formal situations.  By making such a distinction, informants 

were reporting their general beliefs concerning the varieties of English that they speak, which is 

the object of study in the field of perceptual dialectology (Montgomery & Beal, 2011; Preston, 

1993, 1999, 2002, 2010).  How would Statians characterize SCE in regard to Standard English 

and vice versa?  How different or similar would they perceive their varieties of English from the 

varieties spoken in the other SSS Islands?  What would Sabans and Saint-Martiners have to say 

if given the chance to answer the same questions? This paper explores and assesses the tools that 

the field of perceptual dialectology provides in order to develop a viable fieldwork-based 

study—to be conducted in the near future—on the Dutch Windward Islands, where Dutch is “no 

one’s native language” (Aceto 2006). A speaker-focused study on folk dialectology in these 

Islands would probably be the first of its kind and would certainly contribute to the 

understanding of the linguistic complexities of this understudied region of the Caribbean. 

Applied Linguistics in the Dutch Caribbean: How can linguists contribute constructively to 

debates concerning the languages of instruction in Caribbean schools? 

Debates regarding language of instruction at the primary and secondary levels have been raging 

for decades in the Caribbean in general, and in the Dutch Caribbean in particular.  Most of the 

students on the Statian English-lexifier Creole-speaking Dutch island of St. Eustatius (and in 

most of the rest of the Dutch Caribbean) find themselves in a situation at school where Dutch is 

used as the language of instruction, even though the overwhelming majority of them almost 

never encounter written or spoken Dutch outside of the classroom.  The use of Dutch as a 

language of instruction has effectively limited the numbers of Dutch Caribbean students who 

manage to succeed at school to the small minority whose parents are willing and able to speak 

Dutch at home, whose families are willing and able to pay for special tutoring in Dutch after 

school; and/or who have very exceptional levels of capacity and motivation for learning.  The 

rest of the students are left behind. 

In order to help find solutions to this problem, the research group (Nicholas Faraclas from the 

University of Puerto Rico, Ellen-Petra Kester from the University of Utrecht, and Eric Mijts 

from the University of Aruba) was approached toward the end of 2012 by the educational 

authorities in both St. Eustatius and the European Netherlands to study the question.  They 
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accepted the challenge, well aware of the fact that, despite our best intentions, when we linguists 

and specialists in language education have gotten involved in such controversies in the past, our 

input has more often than not proved to be very polarizing and, in the final analysis, 

counterproductive.  In order to avoid making a bad situation worse, they adopted a community 

based approach that would actively involve all of the stakeholders in the education system on the 

island in the process of identifying, analyzing, and finding solutions to the problem at hand.  

They also decided to complement this approach with a multi-pronged set of research strategies 

including: 1) a language attitude and use survey of a representative sample of all of the 

stakeholders; 2) a narrative proficiency test to gauge students’ levels of productive competence 

in Dutch and English; 3) in depth interviews with members of all stakeholder groups; 4) 

numerous classroom observations at all levels in all of the schools on the island; and 5) a review 

of the scientific literature about societies who face similar challenges regarding language of 

instruction as those found on St. Eustatius. 

In our panel presentation, we will present the results of this year-long study, which were 

finalized, accepted, and presented to the stakeholders in January of 2014.  In general, it appears 

that the community based multi-strategy approach adopted in this study has made it possible to 

recast the debate around language in education in more scientifically grounded and less 

polemical terms, thereby facilitating a process of community mobilization to better meet the 

educational needs of Statian students. 

Bio: Jenny Lozano Cosme (jlozanocosme@gmail.com)is a PhD student and teaching assistant 

in the English Department at the University of Puerto Rico, Rio Piedras.  Her research interests 

include the Dutch Caribbean, particularly the SSS Islands, studies in dialectology, historical 

linguistics and language planning. 

 

 

MacDonald, Antonia 

Translating Old Postcards of Grenada 

Picture postcards were initially used by colonial authorities to entice potential investors to an 

exoticized Caribbean.  In their depiction of idealized landscapes from which Afro-Caribbean 

subjects were conspicuously absent, these postcards promoted a bucolic Caribbean that re-

inscribed the El  Dorado myth which centuries ago had drawn hordes of Europeans to the 

Caribbean.  Given my ongoing interest in the ways in which contrapuntal readings help uncover 

stories of Afro-Creole agency and subjectivity embedded within imperial narratives of the 

Caribbean, I will focus on how a collection of old picture postcards of Grenada donated to the 

Grenada National Museum by Mario Berruti, an Italian postcard collector, allows for a 

reimagining of an imperial history of Grenada, one marked by both colonial domination and 

rebellion.  In this presentation, I will engage with the following questions: What kind of cultural 

historiography of Grenada can these picture postcards be made to yield when their biases are 

rendered transparent? How can these old picture postcards of Grenada be translated into 

productive transcultural dialogue?  

Bio: Antonia MacDonald (amacdona@sgu.edu) is a Professor in the Department of Arts, 

Humanities and Social Sciences at St. George’s University. Dr. MacDonald writes on 

contemporary Caribbean women writers and, more recently, on St. Lucian literature.   She has 

published articles in Anthurium, Journal of West IndianLiterature (JWIL), Callaloo and Ma 

Comere and is the author of Making Homes in the West/Indies. email: amacdona@sgu.edu 
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Mather, Patrick-André 

Instrumental and awareness-raising educational programs in Haiti and in the French 

islands and territories of the Eastern Caribbean 

Siegel (1999, 2005) classifies creole educational initiatives into three broad categories, namely 

instrumental, accommodation and awareness-raising programs. In the French islands and 

territories of the Eastern Caribbean, creoles have been introduced mainly as an awareness-raising 

measure, where Creole is not used as a means of instruction, but is introduced in order to raise a 

positive awareness of the children’s L1 (see e.g. Bolus 2010, Migge & Léglise 2010 for 

Guadeloupe and French Guiana). These studies have shown mixed results, but with some 

evidence of creoles being used in more formal settings as a result of their improved image and 

status. By contrast, in Haiti, Creole (also referred to as Haitian) has been introduced since the 

late 1970s as a language of instruction in grade school by virtue of the Bernard reform, in what 

Siegel (1999, 2005) characterizes as an instrumental program. In Haiti, the objective was not so 

much an issue of prestige, but rather solving a disastrous educational situation where the student 

dropout rate was high, due in part to the fact that children were schooled in what is for most a 

foreign language. This paper aims at comparing creole-language educational initiatives in the 

French islands of the Eastern Caribbean, with educational programs and policies in Haiti, in 

order to assess the success and deficiencies of each type of program - instrumental in Haiti, 

versus awareness-raising in Martinique, Guadeloupe and French Guiana. 

Bio: Patrick-André Mather (pa_mather@yahoo.fr) is a professor of French and Linguistics at 

the University of Puerto Rico, Rio Piedras campus. His research and publications focus on 

creolization and second-language acquisition, sociophonetics, and language policy and planning.  

 

 

Mattei Ramos, Fabiola 

Neutralization of /-r/ in Puerto Rican Spanish and Papiamentu: sociolinguistic and 

dialectological considerations. 

This research contemplates the neutralization of /-r/ in Puerto Rican Spanish.  It has been 

recently documented that there are at least seven realizations of the alveolar tap in coda position 

in Puerto Rican Spanish (Simonet et al., 2008).  This study, however, strives to compare, 

specifically, the neutralization of /-r/ in Puerto Rican Spanish to the presence or absence of /-r/ 

neutralization in Papiamentu spoken in Bonaire and Curaçao. Sociolinguistic parameters such as 

the speech community (Gumperz, 1968) and social network creation and behavior (Milroy & 

Milroy, 1992) are used to further discuss the phonetic resemblances and differences between 

Papiamentu varieties and Puerto Rican Spanish.   The data collected features recordings from a 

stratified sample of 12 Puerto Rican Spanish speakers.  The results obtained from this 

investigation, paired with further studies, may allow tracing a possible dialect continuum among 

the Caribbean archipelago. 

Bio: Fabiola Mattei Ramos (fsmattei@gmail.com) was born and raised in the small town of 

Adjuntas, Puerto Rico, Fabiola Mattei Ramos is a Linguistics graduate student at the University 

of Puerto Rico, Río Piedras Campus.  Her topics of interest and research areas include: 

experimental phonetics, phonology, dialectology, sociolinguistics and etnolinguistics. 

 

 

McKinnies, Danetra  
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‘Unleashed Rituals’: Voicings of Grandmothers, Mothers, and Girls in Three Afro-Costa 

Rican Poets 

The voices of Afro-Costa Rican poets Eulalia Bernard, Shirley Campbell, and Delia McDonald 

(especially in poems such as "Mi madre y el tajamar," "Poem 8," and "De Pequeña") illuminate 

the role and emphasize the importance of woman-to-girl mentoring and its inseparable 

relationship to cultural transmission. These poems suggest that the time spent observing and 

engaging in cultural transmission as ritual helps to produce culturally conscious, self-aware 

voices. Upon maturation, these voices then begin to transmit culture as the female elders before 

them. Referencing an elder mentor, Eulalia Bernard writes of learning "from her lips… that she 

would be a soldier with the unsheathed word in her hand." Shirley Campbell returns readers to 

discoveries in [her] blood" from which she grew to understand herself as "a woman, a black 

woman." In "Poem 8," Delia McDonald suggests that Afro-Costa Rican "mothers and 

grandmothers unleashed rituals" in ways that shaped women's (and the community's) agency. 

These moments of impartation were calls to "blackness" from elders to youths and the written 

responses, which depict their personal receipt of cultural transmission, thus expanding the 

audience that may respond beyond the Afro-Costa Rican demographic. Given Costa Rica's racial 

history, as a space where blackness has been denied and concealed, these poet-narrators play a 

vivifying role of cultural survival in rites of unleashed connection to (or impartation of) 

"blackness." 

Bio: Danetra McKinnies (n00482524@ospreys.unf.edu) recently visited Accompong, Jamaica 

for preliminary research. She conducted ethnographic interviews and performed in the premier of 

"…Juvenile Justice" a documentary play at The University of North Florida, which was well 

received at the ATHE conference in 2014. She was a dramaturg assistant at Tufts University in 

2010. 

 

 

McLaren, Joseph  

Marcus Garvey As Poet: An Interpretation of His 'Rap' on Race and History 

The legacy of Marcus Garvey is replete with philosophies of race and historical interpretations of 

African descended people in various locations of the Black Diaspora, including Central America 

and the Caribbean.  For the most part, Garvey has been known as the influential founder of the 

UNIA and a spokesperson for self-determination and repatriation. Many of his ideas have been 

expressed in his speeches and other prose pieces. However, Garvey's ideas relating to race and 

history have also been presented in poetic terms. The Poetical Works of Marcus Garvey (1983), 

edited by Tony Martin, contains a number of Garvey's works of poetry.  These works include 

The Tragedy of White Injustice (1927), Selections from Poetic Meditations of Marcus Garvey 

(1927), "Keep Cool," (1927), Garvey's contributions to Negro World in 1927, and Black Man 

(1933-39).  Garvey also contributed lyrics to the Universal Negro Improvement Association 

Convention Hymns (1934). Although Garvey has not been assessed as a major poet, his works 

reflect the consistency of his political and historical ideas and an attention to poetic form.  

Garvey's poetry can be paralleled to “conscious” rap lyrics, which contain political messages set 

to rhythm and rhyme. However, Garvey’s verse contrasts in its formal use of British poetic forms 

and shows his similarity to fellow Jamaican Claude McKay, who used British forms but with a 

decidedly political intention.  Furthermore, some of Garvey's poetic writings were produced 

while he was incarcerated in the federal penitentiary in Atlanta. Therefore, certain of his verses 

can also be viewed as "prison writings," representing the voice of the political prisoner. 



Bio: Joseph McLaren (Joseph.Mclaren@hofstra.edu) teaches African American and African 

literature at Hofstra University, where he is Professor of English. His publications include 

Langston Hughes: Folk Dramatist in the Protest Tradition, 1921-1943 (1997) and co-edited 

works Pan-Africanism Updated (1999) and African Visions (2000). He co-authored I Walked 

with Giants (2010), jazz saxophonist Jimmy Heath’s autobiography. 

 

 

Meza Sandoval, Gerardo E.  

Del griot al rap limonense 

En Limón maypole ya no se baila, el square dance se aprende en alguna escuela de una manera 

muy escolástica, no tiene conjuntos musicales que lo practiquen, para bailarlo sus ejecutantes 

utilizan copias de discos viejos y el calypso lo cantan solo algunos especialistas. En la propuesta 

que presentaremos se da un acercamiento a una práctica cultural que la hemos considerado 

emergente en tanto resemantiza elementos de una tradición muy antigua, designa nuevos 

significados y valores, a la vez forma parte de nuevas prácticas y relaciones sociales; agregan 

renovación en la comunicación y construye nuevas relaciones textuales. Conjuntamente en sus 

piezas se encuentra una articulación entre raíces locales y lo global. 

Bio: Gerardo E. Meza Sandoval (gemeza@costarricense.cr) enseña piano y Coordina la Etapa 

Básica de Música en la Sede del Caribe de la Universidad Nacional. Con el barítono 

afrocostarricense Romel Brumley se ha presentado con un repertorio amplio de “negro 

spirituals”. Su libro “Sonidos Mágicos” es un acercamiento a la historia cultural limonense. 

 

 

Mijts, Eric  

Narrative Proficiency in Dutch and English among Students in St. Eustatius 

This paper is part of a panel presentation on Applied Linguistics and the language of instruction 

in Dutch Caribbean schools.  It reports on the results of a year-long study concerning the 

language of instruction in the schools of St. Eustatius which was conducted by our research 

group from 2012 to 2013.  

In order to obtain a general idea of the productive competence of students in St. Eustatius in both 

English and Dutch during and after the transition is made from English as the main language of 

instruction in the first four years of primary school to Dutch as the main language of instruction 

in secondary school, a Narrative Proficiency test was designed by our research team.  The test 

was then administered to 177 students aged 10 to 15 in the final two years of primary and the 

first years of secondary education. In the test, students were asked to write a story based on a 

series of 6 images that represented a chronological storyline. One randomly selected half of each 

participating class was asked to write the story in English first, then in Dutch, while the other 

half of the class was asked to write the story in Dutch first, then in English. The images and 

storyline were designed so that a story could be told based on them using only high frequency 

words and minimally complex sentence structures. 

While administering the tests, students at all levels demonstrated a collective negative attitude 

toward Dutch, and students who were expected to write their first story in Dutch postponed the 

task or started to act out instead of attending to it.  Generally, students performed better writing 

in English than in Dutch, although some students managed to produce high quality stories in both 

languages.  Stories written by students in the last two years of primary school seldom met the 

standards set for the core objectives of primary education, even though these students performed 
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much better when they wrote in English than when they wrote in Dutch. After primary school, 

the development of written language proficiency in English appeared to come to a standstill. The 

written language proficiency for Dutch improved during and after the transition to Dutch as the 

language of instruction at the end of primary school, but in general proficiency in English 

remained better than in Dutch, even at the secondary level. After several years of secondary 

education, written proficiency in both Dutch and English was in most instances still well below 

all of the core targets set for primary education in Holland. 

These results demonstrate that the present system is not equipping the majority of the students 

with adequate levels of competence in either Dutch or English.  As students progress through the 

final years of primary education and the first few years of secondary education, they fall further 

and further behind the expected levels for both languages and they develop negative attitudes 

toward using Dutch in school.  

 

 

Miller, Gentian 

Images of Women in Caribbean Literature  

The literature produced by Caribbean women generally suggests a pivotal focus on gender and 

the images of female representation. Some critics take issue with such a critical focus contending 

that when gender is thus privileged, criticism displays relentless and confrontational militancy to 

the neglect of other equally important critical issues that the work may address. However, this 

paper advocates a critique of the continuous entrapment of women in a subservient relationship 

to men by male authors. I offer a contrasting reading of images of mothers and prostitutes among 

male writers: V. S. Naipaul’s Miguel Street, Trevor Rhone’s Moon on a Rainbow Shawl, and 

Sam Selvon’s A Brighter Sun with images of these very types of women in the poetry of Grace 

Nichols and Lorna Goodison. I further contend that a sustained challenge and resistance to 

gender stereotypes, especially how the bodies of women and girls are imaged in media 

advertisements and popular culture, is an educational tool needed to liberate and empower both 

men and women.  I also employ oral texts: folktales, myths and proverbs can be engaged in this 

liberation and empowerment of women.  I conclude that women writers provide alternative and 

corrective lenses for the representations and viewing of women in Caribbean literature and 

society.  

Bio: Gentian Miller (wilsonmiller7@yahoo.com) holds an MA in English and a BEd in English.  

She has been teaching English language and Literature for more than thirty years and is now 

Head of the Department of Language and Cultural Studies at the University of Guyana.  Her 

master's thesis examined how several Caribbean women writers exploit the possibilities of 

Language as they produce literature.  Gentian's research interests include learning other 

languages and she is presently learning Chinese.  

 

 

Milliard, Celcio Luciano LL M 

The legal path that leads to citizenship in Aruba 

Firstly, this paper maps out the migration history of Aruba in the past 100 years or so. The first 

major wave of migrants settled in Aruba from 1924 when the LAGO oil refinery opened its 

gates. They came from many of the then non-independent British territories in the Caribbean and 

from Madeira, Venezuela, Suriname and the other islands of the then Netherlands Antilles. Since 
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1990 Aruba has experienced yet another inbound movement of persons coming from Colombia, 

the Dominican Republic, Haiti, Jamaica and many other countries.  

At a given moment migrants have to take a decision whether to return to their country of origin 

or to remain in Aruba. If they choose to remain they may want to explore the possibilities of 

becoming a citizen of Aruba. The path that leads to citizenship is governed by laws and 

regulations. In this paper these norms are discussed to give a clear understanding of the 

challenges an individual may encounter as he or she leaves the migrant status behind and 

becomes a citizen. In addition, the legal implications of choosing citizenship in Aruba are 

examined. 

 

 

Muñoz Soto, John P.  

Tense and Aspect in Nigerian Pidgin and Limonese Creole: A Comparative Study. 

This research goes into finding similarities and differences in the tense and aspect systems of 

Limon Creole and Nigerian Pidgin, using Herzfeld’s (1978) Tense and Aspect in Limon Creole: 

A Sociolinguistic View Towards a Creole Continuum and Rotimi & Faraclas’ Dictionary and 

Grammar of Nigerian Pidgin. This study also considers how the lexical item “vex” is used in 

Nigerian Pidgin and Limon Creole.  

Bio: John Paul Munoz Soto (jompi_2012@hotmail.com) was born in San Juan; Puerto Rico. 

He is currently an MA student in the English Department, University of Puerto Rico, with an 

emphasis on Caribbean Linguistics.  He has a BA in Interdisciplinary Studies, Pre-law. He also 

participated in the 16th Annual Eastern Caribbean “Islands in Between” Conference in Aruba, in 

the Caribbean Without Borders Graduate Student Conference(CWB2014), and in the Caribe 

Plurilingue III Symposium 2013.  

 

 

Phillips, Everard  

Mechanisms of Call and Response in the Calypso Art form: Art, Music, Dance, Cuisine, 

and Popular Culture of the Eastern Caribbean 

Accepting Asante’s (1987) assertion that Call and Response is a significant method of ‘Afro-

centric discourse,’ this presentation will show the significance and relevance of this process of 

communication to the Calypso tradition. Traditionally, Call and Response has incorrectly been 

considered to be occurring only between the singer and the audience.  This presentation will 

expose the details of call and response in the context of its various dimensions.  These 

dimensions will include, but aren’t limited to the dynamics of communication between the Caller 

Calypsonian and:  

 The Chorus girls 

 The master of ceremonies 

 Responders 

 Other Calypsonians 

 Politicians 

 Audiences and 

 Spiritual Entities 

The presentation will also look at “the use of toilet paper as a mechanism of response” 

Bio: Everard Phillips (everard.phillips@gmail.com) is an accredited mediator both in Trinidad 

and Tobago and the United Kingdom.  He is an academic and a practitioner specialized in the 
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field of alternative dispute resolution since the 1990s in a vaiety of contexts, including peer, 

industrial, commercial, environmental, and victim mediation.  He has authored a book titled, The 

Political Calypso: A Sociolinguistic Process of Conflict Transformation.  

 

Pikeri, Charonne 

Digitalization and the General Faculty of the University of Curaçao (UoC) 

Almost 35 years after being established as the University of the Netherlands Antilles in 1979, the 

University of Curaçao Dr. Moises da Costa Gomez (UoC) is still expanding both in program 

offerings and in student numbers (Strategic Plan, Building local Strength for a Global Future 

(2014-2018).  

Currently the University of Curaçao has five active faculties, each with its own orientation and 

core responsibilities. By law, the General Faculty was established in 2001 to offer teacher 

training programs and, eventually, language and cultural studies both at bachelor and master 

level.  In this process, the quality standards and quality frames of the NVAO (Netherlands 

Flemish Organization of Accreditation) are taken into account. At this moment, the faculty, 

which also operates on Bonaire, has 9 teacher training programmes (including programs in 

Papiamentu/o, English, Dutch, Spanish) both on bachelor and masters level; a teachers training 

programme for Primary Education, and a masters programme for Special Educational Needs. In 

line with a desire to internationalize, the General Faculty embraces one of the major goals of 

UoC, “to implement a Digital Learning Program both to open up the educational offering to a 

larger (international) target group and enhance the efficiency of the educational operation.” As a 

consequence, efforts are being made to start a process of digitalization of course material and of 

increasing the accessibility of source material, in close collaboration with the library of UoC 

(Library Research Services Center) and the Institute of Language Planning FPI (Fundashon pa 

Planifikashon di Idioma). 

Bio: Charonne Pikeri (Lic.) (c.pikeri@uoc.cw), is Senior Lecturer at the General Faculty of the 

University of Curaçao (UoC). She focuses on competence based learning and guiding of students 

in higher education. 

 

 

Richardson, Gregory 

English Based Creole on a Dutch Caribbean Island: “San Nicolas English” and the local 

population of Aruba 

In this work, I analyze aspects of the English Based Creole variant spoken on the Dutch 

Caribbean Island of Aruba known as San Nicolas English (SE) or Village English (VE), which in 

large part was introduced and developed by immigrants from the Anglophone Caribbean often 

referred to as Ingles during the 20th century 1920-1970 ‘oil migration boom’. A specific focus is 

on (SE) and its social, cultural and linguistic influence on the population in the district of San 

Nicolas, which prior to the establishment of the oil refinery, was comprised mostly of persons of 

Amerindian, European and African extraction, as evidenced in the recent study of Oswald Wever 

(2014). This segment of the population also spoke Papiamento, an Iberian Lexifier Creole, as 

their native language.   

In this preliminary study, I demonstrate, by means of data retrieved from ethnographic accounts, 

interviews, social media documentation and census reports, how the overall cultural influence of 

the Ingles, played a substantial role in the identity construction of the local, ‘indigenous’ 

population in the district of San Nicolas, specifically with regards to language, since many have 
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adopted SE into their language repertoire, next to Papiamento, Spanish and Dutch. I will also 

demonstrate by means of a comparative analysis, looking at economic, demographic and spatial 

factors, how English Based Creole suffered a different fate on Aruba’s neighboring island of 

Curaçao, despite having a similar 20th century migration history.   

 

 

Rincón Soto, Lucía 

Decaimiento Cultural En El Caribe Costarricense: Diagnóstico Y Perspectivas 

Esta ponencia evalúa las bases identitarias del pueblo limonense, en el Caribe de Costa Rica. 

Este pueblo tiene rasgos culturales ampliamente caribeños tales como su música (calipso, reggae, 

roots), su lengua (el criollo limonense, con diversos grados de inteligibilidad mutua con otros 

criollos costeños de Centroamérica e isleños, como es el caso de Jamaica), y su gastronomía 

(platos y recetas que incluyen el plátano, el pescado, el akí, y el jengibre). Esas características 

han creado una frontera cultural entre la provincia de Limón y la cultura dominante 

costarricense, lo cual representa un evidente signo de diversidad y riqueza cultural del país. Sin 

embargo, un proceso de observación continua y evaluaciones previas (que incluyen pequeños 

estudios etnográficos) realizados por la autora dejan entrever que estos rasgos culturales han sido 

de alguna manera lesionados por la cultura dominante y, actualmente se corre el riesgo de que se 

pierdan; el motivo principal tiene que ver con el hecho de que la juventud, muchas veces, se 

siente identificada por otros patrones culturales. Esta ponencia representa un primer paso en la 

labor de documentación de este fenómeno con el fin de crear una fuente que sirva como 

referencia sobre los procesos de cambio cultural. Eventualmente este proceso de documentación 

permitirá concebir e implementar procesos de revitalización cultural en el caso de que los actores 

culturales y las fuerzas vivas de la provincia sintiesen ese deseo. Esta ponencia discute y valora 

la situación actual de los rasgos identitarios, los sopesa a la luz del pasado y determina cuáles de 

esos aspectos se encuentran en juego actualmente en términos de pérdida, adquisición o 

producción de cultura.  

Bio: Lucía Rincón Soto (lucia.rincon.soto@una.cr) Doctora en Pensamiento Latinoamericano 

(2011) por la Universidad Nacional, Costa Rica. Realizó sus estudios de pregrado y posgrado en 

filosofía y antropología, respectivamente en la Universidad del Zulia, Maracaibo, Venezuela. Es 

autora de una docena de artículos sobre género y pueblos indígenas. Actualmente es profesora 

titular de Humanidades en la Universidad Nacional y en la Universidad de Costa Rica. 

 

 

Roberts, Peter 

Crop Over in Barbados: Making and Justifying a Festival 

Bio: Peter Roberts is a recently retired professor who taught for many years at the University of 

the West Indies, Cave Hill in Barbados.  He has written a number influential books and other 

works on Caribbean language, culture and identity. 

 

 

Rodriguez-Iglesias, Carlos 

A Discourse Analysis of Tourism in the U.S. Virgin Islands 

The aim of this project is to analyze the role of language in oral and written discourse aimed 

specifically at the tourist. Guidebooks, brochures, and advertisements promoting the Caribbean 

as a tourist destination are not ideologically innocent; rather, they are saturated with ideologies 



which often serve to perpetuate oppositional perspectives of us vs. them, the familiar vs. the 

exotic, and the static vs. the dynamic.  Are the peoples of the Caribbean in control of the 

representations of the Caribbean projected to outsiders? Are the portrayals of local practices, 

taught in the region’s hospitality schools, and implemented by official tourism bureaus, simply a 

re-affirmation of stereotypes about the Caribbean and its peoples? This study is aimed at 

challenging and unpacking current discourses on Caribbean tourism propagated by official 

government channels and/or large tourism operators under transnational control, so that these 

discourses may eventually be re-centered on the lived experiences of the peoples of the 

Caribbean. Although this project will focus specifically on the US Virgin Islands as a case study, 

we hope that it eventually forms part of a larger and more comprehensive study of multiple 

Caribbean locations and experiences.   

 

 

Salvaggio, Ruth 

Early Poetics of the Caribbean and Gulf:  Costa Rica’s Eco and Echo Sounds 

Contact poetics nearly always predates the written record of verse that we too often associate 

with national projects.  Emerging from the often mingled vocalizations of diverse people, the 

poetry that evolved at the onset of some four centuries of Atlantic/Caribbean contact was a 

poetry of sound and song—a poetry of incantatory powers that were invoked to restore and 

reclaim in the midst of horrific destruction.  What kinds of early poetic vocalizations might we 

uncover in turning an ear to the species-rich world that is now Costa Rica?  My effort to listen 

for such sounds here is guided by a particular attention to ecological matters.  In many ways, and 

not withstanding its appeal as some eco-tourist paradise, the species-rich environment of Costa 

Rica provides an important site for talking about the formative work of poesis (to give shape and 

form) and the distinctly maternal, procreative formations of ethnopoetics (to give form from 

already existent matter).  Re-forming connections in the midst of loss and destruction may 

constitute the most basic work of poetry.  To hear its sounds and vocalizations in the Americas’ 

contact cultures is to give this poetry “a hearing,” as if in some cosmic court of poetic justice 

where exploited bodies and ruined landscapes can bear witness.  Such a “hearing”, (re)turns us to 

the conjoined world of bodies and sounds, words and things, eco and echo chambers, where the 

formative powers of poetry abide, and where they continue to take up the task of recasting our 

habitations. 

Bio: Ruth Salvaggio (salvaggi@email.unc.edu) teaches poetry, feminist theory, and the 

literature and history of the 18th-century Atlantic world at the University of North Carolina. Her 

recent book, Hearing Sappho in New Orleans<http://lsupress.org/books/detail/hearing-sappho-in-

new-orleans/>, follows poetic migrations along the path of the African slave trade to Louisiana. 

She has published three additional scholarly books. 

 

Simounet, Alma (see panel presentation under Geígel, W.) 

 

Spence Sharpe, Marva 

Forging a New Identity through Language Use: the case of the Afro-descendants on the 

Caribbean Coast of Costa Rica   

The afro-Caribbean immigrant population to Costa Rica brought along their language and 

culture.  For decades Jamaican creole was the dominant language among this group, but today 

this linguistic situation has shifted to a greater use of Spanish, as a way of forging a new identity 



within the Costa Rican community at large.  Identity, as well as society and culture in the 

postmodern, globalized and diverse world are in constant flux. Therefore, language as a living 

vehicle of communication is in constant motion, and it is in this dynamic process of continuous 

changes and redefinition, rather than entrenchment that a fruitful dialogue between peoples is 

initiated. 

This paper argues that language use is closely linked to the construction of identity – individually 

and collectively, articulating a complex relationship to processes of modernization and 

globalization.  I will mention events that have served to define the parameters in the construction 

of a new ethno linguistic identity by Afro-descendants on the Caribbean coast of Costa Rica 

since the second half of the twentieth century. The paper will also mention some notions and 

theories from the field of sociolinguistics which help us to better understand the many different 

methods that have been used by this linguistic group to build and express their ethnicity as a 

means of inclusion and participation in the socio-political and intercultural contexts of Costa 

Rica.  The paper also highlights how in this process, Afro-decended Costa Ricans are 

demonstrating their resourceful capabilities to direct their destiny. 

 

 

Spencer, Aisha T. 

Unveiling shrouded sites: Reconstructing female identity and experience through spaces of 

interiority in Jamaica Kincaid’s At the Bottom of the River 

Very few literary and socio-historical narratives of the Caribbean nation prior to the late 20th 

century tended to challenge those stereotypical representations of Caribbean female identities 

and experiences formed within the nation’s private domain. Additionally, there were only 

minimal glances at the Caribbean short story genre, particularly as it pertained to its use by 

Caribbean female writers, to challenge and reconstruct female identity and experience in the 

nation space. In the 1980s Jamaica Kincaid published a set of short stories entitled At the Bottom 

of the River, which has been publicly acclaimed for its poetic qualities and its exploration of the 

mother-daughter relationship in the Caribbean. These short stories, however, also provide new 

ways of reading and envisioning the nation, through a focus on the significance of the nation’s 

private domain in its construction and progress. The interior spaces in Kincaid’s narratives are 

occupied by the female body and voice and as a result are characterized by a distinct Caribbean 

female sensibility and poetics. Through a Caribbean feminist reading of At the Bottom of the 

River, this paper will seek to demonstrate how Kincaid foregrounds the personal, intimate, and 

often ‘hidden’ spaces of the nation, to both interrogate and reconstruct projected and imagined 

portraits of Caribbean female identities and experiences framed within the nation’s private 

domain. 

Bio: Aisha T. Spencer (aisha_spencer@yahoo.com) is a Lecturer in Language and Literature 

Education, School of Education, University of the West Indies, Mona, Jamaica.  

 

 

Spencer Godson, Leonora  

Identidad cultural y derechos humanos de las mujeres afrodescendientes de la provincia de 

Limón Costa Rica. 

En Costa Rica hasta en el año 2000 se incluye la variable etnia en el Censo de población y 

vivienda.  En el censo del 2011 se incluye la variable y la opción de auto identificación.  El país 

cuenta con una población de 4.301.712  en donde 334.437 son afrodescendientes y constituyen el 
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7,8% de la población total. La provincia de Limón cuenta con 51.344 personas afro-

descendientes.  

El Instituto Nacional de las Mujeres ha venido priorizando la atención a las mujeres en su 

diversidad, mediante la ejecución de acciones estratégicas con las mujeres afro-descendientes.  

Desde el 2005, su misión es promover y tutelar los derechos humanos de las mujeres, partiendo 

de su condición y situación, en una sociedad patriarcal y discriminatoria por razones de sexo, 

edad, etnia, condición económica, orientación sexual, entre otras. En la oficina descentralizada 

de la Región Huetar Caribe se ha venido desarrollando acciones con mujeres afrodescendiente en 

los últimos tres años en el tema de Identidad Cultural y derechos humanos.  

Dado que se visibilizó esta problemática en una propuesta de agenda elaborada por lideresas; se 

trabaja a través de talleres participativos con 120 mujeres adfrodescendientes de los seis 

cantones. Mediante las convivencias y estudios realizados con muestra de 75% de ellas se 

destacan serias carencias en cuanto a la afirmación de su identidad. Entre estas: la falta de 

claridad e investigaciones sobre el futuro de su lenguaje, ausencia de documentos sobre su 

historia, inexistencia de la etnoeducación, desconocimiento de sus derechos ya que la 

información es muy técnica, invisiblización y falta de oportunidades de empleo. Existe una 

Política del Estado “Política para la erradicación de la discriminación” que es un insumo para la 

reinvindicación de sus derechos, culturales económicos y sociales . Se carece de espacios para la 

socialización entre iguales. Con estos procesos se ha logrado fortalecer la identidad y autoestima 

de estas mujeres. 

Cultural Identity and Human Rights of Women of African Descent in the Province of 

Limón, Costa Rica:  

The Costa Rican census of 2000 included the variable of ethnicity and in 2011 it included the 

choice of self-identification. Costa Rica has a population of 4,301,712 where 334,437 are of 

African descent and constitute 7.8% of the total population. Limón province has 51,344 people 

of African descent 

The National Women's Institute has been giving priority to women in their diversity through the 

implementation of strategic actions with Afro-descendant women.  Since 2005, its mission has 

been to promote and protect the human rights of women, based on their condition and situation 

in a patriarchal society that discriminates on grounds of sex, age, ethnicity, economic status, and 

sexual orientation, among others. The office of the decentralized Huétar Caribbean Region has 

been developing activities with women of African descent in the last three years on the issue of 

cultural identity and human rights. 

Since these problems were made visible in a draft agenda prepared by women leaders, 

participatory workshops with 120 afrodescended women in six cantons have been organized. 

Over the course of these workshops, retreats, and related studies, it has emerged that for at least 

75% of these women, there are serious shortcomings in terms of asserting identity. These 

include: a lack of clarity and research available on the future of their language, a lack of 

documents about their history, a lack of ethnic education, an ignorance of their rights (given that 

this information is very technical), lack of space for socializing among equals, invisibilization 

and lack of employment opportunities. There is a national "Policy for the elimination of 

discrimination" which has served as an input for the vindication of these women’s cultural, 

economic and social rights. These processes have helped strengthen the identity and self-esteem 

of these women. 

Bio: Leonora Spencer Godson (leoteresa3@yahoo.com) ha pasado 12 años dirigiendo cursos 

de organización y liderazgo genero sensitivo con mujeres. Es Profesional Ejecutiva en Políticas 
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de Equidad y Gestión Local, especializada en el fortalecimiento de la ciudadanía, incidencia y 

participación política.  Fue ponente en IV Congreso de Estudios Afroamericanos con tema 

“Relaciones Interénicas” en la UNAM.MÉXICO D.F 
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Torres-Rivera, Carmen Milagros  

Beyond the Colonizing Spell: Fairy Tales in the Caribbean 

Fairy tales have evolved throughout time while maintaining their universal appeal.  Within these 

tales often hides a patriarchal model that has influenced the way women view themselves within 

society.  This paper will question whether Caribbean tales have broken away or not from the 

Cinderella Complex perpetuated through traditional Eurocentric folktales that children still 

enjoy. Fairy tales from Jamaica (Ebony and Auntie of the Starlight: A Caribbean Cinderella 

story), Puerto Rico (La Cenicienta), Cuba (Adeliada) and Martinique (Cendrillon), together with  

Costa Rican fairy tales will be discussed in search for Caribbean elements that replicate or 

challenge the Cinderella complex promoted in classical European folktales. 

Bio: Carmen Milagros Torres-Rivera (carmen.torres1@upr.edu) teaches English at the 

Humacao campus of the University of Puerto Rico, and is presently a PhD Student in the 

Department of English, University of Puerto Rico, Rio Piedras Campus. She writes Puerto Rican 

children’s stories, and researches on the impact of folklore on the cultural and personal 

development of Afro-Puerto Rican children.   
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Agency and motivation in linguistic creolization in the English, Spanish, Dutch, and French 

Caribbean: Beyond Anansi. 

Although specialists in language acquisition disagree on many points, there is almost uniform 

consensus among them that the most significant factor in language learning is motivation.  It is 

therefore surprising that the literature on the emergence of creole languages, when it does 

actually focus on language acquisition processes, usually either avoids mention of motivational 

factors in favor of structural or cognitive factors (Siegel 2008) or uncritically accepts the widely 

held assumption that European languages served as the primary ‘target’ varieties, the mastery of 

which served as the prime motivation for those who were involved in the creation and 

elaboration of the Atlantic Creoles (Chaudenson 2001).   

In studies on language acquisition, two main types of motivation are normally discussed: 

integrative motivation and instrumental motivation.  Integrative motivation refers to the extent to 

which learners desire to identify with the linguistic and cultural practices of the speakers of the 

‘target language’ that they are acquiring.  In this paper, we contend that in the case of the 

emergence of the Atlantic Creoles, rather than positing a single target language and a 

corresponding target identity, it makes much more sense to speak of a desire to attain multiple 

targets and assume multiple identities.  The mythical Afro-Atlantic figure of Anansi, who is 

often depicted as having two mouths, serves as an emblematic avatar here. We argue, however, 

that while moving beyond the idea of a single voice is immensely helpful in understanding Afro-

Atlantic creolization, Anansi’s two mouths are not sufficient to account for the multiple voicing 

involved in creole linguistic and cultural expression. 

Instrumental motivation refers to the extent to which learners desire to derive practical benefits 

from acquiring a language, such as gaining access to a wider range of educational and 

employment opportunities.  In this paper, we put forward the idea that a major motivational 

factor in the emergence and development of the Atlantic Creoles has always been a desire on the 

part of the great majority of creole speakers to creatively subvert and triumph over a system 

whose odds have always been stacked against them.  Anansi, in his role as a trickster who uses 

his wits to beat the odds and get his way, in many ways embodies the successful fulfillment of 

this desire.   We contend, however, that the individualistic, opportunistic, and misogynist nature 

of Anansi’s exploits prevent him from giving full expression to the critical role that creolization 

has played in collectively undermining, transforming, and creolizing colonial and neo-colonial 

societies.   

In this paper, we present linguistic evidence from the English, Spanish, French and Dutch 

Caribbean and the rest of the Afro-Atlantic that demonstrates the role of the subversive 

débrouillard, bregador, and hustler-higgler in the creation and development of the Caribbean 

creole languages, cultures and identities of the colonial times of the past and of the current neo-

colonial era.  

Bios: Diana Ursulin Mopsus, Jean Ourdy Pierre, Lourdes González Cotto, Dámarys 

Crespo Valedón, Petra Avillan-León, Neusa Rodríguez Montemoíño, Carlos Rodríguez 

Iglesias, Jenny Lozano Cosme, Pier Angeli LeCompte Zambrana, Hannia Lao Meléndez, 

Marisol Joseph Haynes, Oihida Beloucif, John Paul Muñoz Soto, and Aida Vergne are 

Doctoral Students in English, University of Puerto Rico, Rio Piedras, Brenda Domínguez 

Rosado, PhD. teaches at the University of Puerto Rico, Bayamón, Susana DeJesús is associated 

with New York University Metro Center for Urban Education and NYU American Language 

Institute, Cándida González López, PhD is Reviews Editor for Caribbean Studies Journal, 



University of Puerto Rico, Rio Piedras, and Nicholas Faraclas is Professor of Linguistics at the 

University of Puerto Rico, Río Piedras (nickfaraclas@yahoo.com). 

 

 

Wagner Rodríguez,  Camille A.  

Caribbean Language Education Policy and Planning: A Comparative Analysis of Three 

Island Case Studies. 

The main benefit of receiving a good primary and secondary education is that it gives the 

students/learners access to knowledge in the form of cognitive tools and practical abilities that 

will allow them to create, innovate, and collaborate with others throughout their academic 

careers and later in the jobs they decide to pursue. Most nations, nowadays, have multilingual 

sociocultural scenarios that complicate public education planning and demand language 

education policies that synchronize a nation’s language planning policies and public education 

policies. The Caribbean islands present significantly challenging multilingual scenarios because 

many of the vernacular languages spoken in this region are creoles and the official languages are 

legacies from the former colonizing powers. This project analytically compares the language 

education policies of three Caribbean islands--Aruba, Jamaica, and Haiti. Operating with a Most 

Similar Systems Design it will observe: (1) how their colonial history still weighs into the design 

and implementation of Languge Education Policies (LEPs); (2) how those practices translate into 

sociolinguistic attitudes; and (3) what is being done to promote creoles as media of instruction 

and the results of such initiatives. This comparison will facilitate the evaluations of the 

similarities and differences among the cases and lead to a more comprehensive view of the 

language planning challenges faced in the Caribbean and how their management might influence 

the nations’ regional and global economic competitiveness. This research project intends to 

demonstrate the political, economic, and social repercussions of sociolinguistic phenomena such 

as LEPs and language attitudes. 

Bio: Camille A. Wagner Rodríguez is completing her MA in Linguistics at University of 

Puerto Rico, Rio Piedras,. Her interest in sociolinguistic studies is influenced by her 

interdisciplinary training as her BA Honors Thesis has demonstrated. She aspires to promote and 

apply interdisciplinary research approaches to the study of language phenomena. 

 

 

Warren, Nagueyalti  

Rememory as Resistance in Quince Duncan's A Message from Rosa 

Toni Morrison in her novel of African American enslavement, Beloved, declared: "Some things 

you forget. Other things you never do. . . If a house burns down, it's gone, but the place—the 

picture of it—stays, and not just in rememory, but out there, in the world . . . out there waiting, 

that means that nothing ever dies" (36). The twenty-first century is full of the residue from 

centuries past. Quince Duncan's historical novel A Message from Rosa is an Afro-Costa Rican 

response to the Anglo hegemonic resistance to blackness and preference for whiteness. Duncan 

calls forth the ancestral presence in the novel of samamfo or what critic Dorothy Mosby defines 

as Afrorealismo, "an African Diaspora Novel." In this his first novel published in English, 

Duncan gives voice to five-hundred-year-old ancestors and states in the preface to his novel, that 

the ancestral voices "help us to resist, to keep, to survive. And they live on. They come back to 

us. They help us build the present" (47 MR). This paper examines how rememory serves as a 

means of resistance for African descended people in transnational twenty-first century locales. 



Bio: Nagueyalti Warren (nwarren@emory.edu) is Professor and Director of Undergraduate 

Studies in the Department of African American Studies at Emory University.  Her recent 

publications include an edited poetry anthology, Temba Tupu (Walking Naked) Africana 

Women's Poetic Self-Portrait (2008); Margaret winner of the 2008 Naomi Long Madgett Poetry 

Award; Braided Memory winner of the 2010 Violet Reed Haas Award for Poetry; Grandfather of 

Black Studies: W.E.B. Du Bois (2011); and Critical Insights: Alice Walker (2012).  

 

 

Zúñiga Argüello, René 

¿Qué se habla en Limón? 
En 1872 llegan a Costa Rica hombres jamaiquinos para laborar en la construcción del ferrocarril 

al Atlántico.  Al finalizar la obra la gran mayoría de ellos se estableció en la zona para trabajar en 

las plantaciones bananeras. Desde ese momento, los inmigrantes caribeños mantuvieron el patrón 

educativo de su país de origen, caracterizado por la existencia de escuelas tradicionales, en las 

que se impartían lecciones en inglés. Esta realidad cambia a partir del año 1949, cuando el 

gobierno decreta la nacionalidad costarricense para los ahora limonenses, lo cual obliga a los 

habitantes a adoptar el español como lengua oficial. La “hispanización” de Limón, incrementó la 

ya existente estigmatización del habla limonense, llamándosele de diversos modos (patois, 

mekaytelyu, broken o flat English). Por otra parte, algunos hablantes de la lengua de Limón 

adoptaron la posición de negar su identidad lingüística y sostener que se trata de una variante del 

inglés. Como mecanismo de defensa ante este confuso escenario, los hablantes de la lengua de 

Limón relegan aún más su uso, con el consecuente peligro de su extinción. Mientras que en 

países como Belice, Nicaragua y Jamaica, existe total conciencia de la diversidad lingüística 

criolla, en Costa Rica, el estatus de la lengua de Limón ni siquiera es el de lengua regional. Ante 

este panorama, el objetivo de esta presentación es el de esclarecer, especialmente a la población 

autóctona, el estatus de la lengua de Limón tras dar respuesta a la pregunta, ¿qué se habla en 

Limón? 

Bio: René Zúñiga Argüello (renezuniga.cr@gmail.com) is a researcher and professor of 

English, Spanish and Linguistics at Universidad Nacional in Costa Rica. He has lectured and 

published articles on Limon Creole structural features. He is now in charge of a research project 

at Universidad Nacional which consists in producing a functional descriptive grammar for that 

language. 
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